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Complaints 
fail to close 
Toledo clubs 
TOLEDO (AP) — Two 
reputed sex clubs were allowed 
to continue operating even 
though several people com- 
plained to local health officials 
that they contracted venereal 
diseases there, the Lucas 
County prosecutor said yester- 
day. 
Anthony Pizza also said he as- 
ked the Lucas County-Toledo 
Health Department to in- 
vestigate one of the alleged sex 
clubs last summer because of 
the AIDS risk. 
Since Friday, Pizza said he 
has received telephone calls 
from people who claim they con- 
tracted venereal disease at the 
alleged sex clubs. The (Toledo) 
Blade first reported about the 
sex clubs in its Friday and Sat- 
urday editions. 
He said at least one caller 
claimed  that  some  sex  club 
fatrons were treated at the 
oledc-Lucas County Health 
Department. That person also 
said he complained about the 
clubs to the department 
Pizza also said he had asked 
Richard Wenzel, Lucas County- 
Toledo health commissioner, to 
investigate one of the clubs. Ad- 
ventures, after an anonymous 
telephone caller last summer 
told him about it. 
Wenzel said his agency could 
not find the club. He also said he 
did not know if anyone had com- 
plained to his department about 
getting venereal disease at the 
clubs. 
"I asked that Question, and 
they (his staff) aid not know 
whether we had any patients 
that gave those places as the lo- 
cations of sexual contact. But I 
am going to ask that question 
again," he said. 
Wenzel said city attorneys and 
the police department's vice 
squad are trying to determine if 
they can close Adventures and 
C.E.X., also known as Club Ex- 
posed, because of the potential 
AIDS risk. 
The AIDS virus attacks the 
body's immune system, leaving 
victims susceptible to a wide va- 
riety of infections and cancers. 
It is transmitted through sexual 
contact, transfusions of blood or 
blood products, and sharing of 
contaminated hypodermic nee- 
dles or syringes by drug 
abusers. 
Pizza said there's not much 
his office can do because it ap- 
pears the clubs are not breaking 
any laws. However, he said the 
clubs could be breaking the law 
if they are operating within 500 
feet of residential neighbor- 
hoods or do not have health 
permits to operate hot tubs. 
The clubs sell nothing but pro- 
vide, for a fee, a place where 
g:ople engage in group sex, The 
lade reported Saturday. 
Sexual acts that medical ex- 
perts have linked to AIDS were 
observed at the clubs, The Blade 
said. The newspaper said no 
participants were seen wearing 
condoms, which the U.S. sur- 
geon general has said offer some 
protection against acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome. 
Garry Oliver, owner of Adven- 
tures, said the Health Depart- 
ment had checked out his busi- 
ness and approved it. 
Norms D. Jackson Jr., who 
owns the building in which Club 
Ex-posed operates, could not be 
reached for comment yester- 
day. 
Bicycle built for tree K IWM.* Thaiman 
A barren tree holding only a stray bicycle set the scene for a student's stroll across the mist-covered intra- 
mural fields between Kreischer Quadrangle and Doyt L. Perry Field yesterday afternoon. Yesterday's rain 
may turn to snow today with highs reaching 34 degrees. 
Cancer 
strikes 
children 
by Tim Baker 
staff reporter 
Aware, a task force in- 
vestigating childhood cancer in 
Wood County, reported three 
more apparent cases of cancer 
among children last week. 
Kathy Steingraber, the  ori- 
Ciator of Aware, informed 
bert Indian, an Ohio Depart- 
ment of Health epidemiologist 
studying the causes of cancer in 
northern Wood County, of the 
three new cases in Lake and 
Northwood townships. 
These three bring the number 
of cancer cases among children 
ages five and 15 to 30 in Wood 
County since 1980, according to 
Steingraber. 
Indian said that based on mor- 
tality rates, Wood County has an 
unusually high rate of childhood 
leukemia. 
"From the time period of 1979 
to 1985 there were seven leuke- 
mia deaths of children under 15 
years of age, five of which were 
white males," he said. "With 
leukemia, there are real race 
and sex differences. The aver- 
age (leukemia deaths) of white 
males in that time period is 1.2 
deaths." 
Based on this information, In- 
dian began his current in- 
vestigation of Wood County chil- 
dren, he said. Prior to the last 
three cases which Indian has not 
yet studied, he said he found 27 
cases of childhood cancer since 
1980,11 of which are leukemias. 
Three of the leukemia victims 
drank from contaminated wells. 
He would not say if the general 
cancer rate in the county was 
high. 
With each case, Indian said he 
conducts   thorough   In- 
vestigations.    He 
: See Cancer, page 6. 
Black history honored 
by Jackie Jackson 
copy editor 
this heritage has influenced.'' 
Eureka Brown, freshman journalism major, 
Many people have heard of Thomas Edison and 
the light bulb, but what about Garrett Morgan and 
the tn-colored stop light? 
Black Americans nave made many contribu- 
tions to American history. As February kicks off 
Black History Month, achievements black Ameri- 
cans have made and the importance of keeping 
their contributions alive will be examined. 
Charlene Kemp Queener, director of minority 
programs and activities, said because blacks were 
denied their heritage in the past, there is a need for 
them to return to their roots. 
"We should celebrate Black History Month be- 
cause it is part of our heritage that was not recog- 
nized in the past in efforts to keep black Americans 
oppressed without role models to look up to," she 
said. 
Daniel Hale Williams, the first man to perform 
open heart surgery, Benjamin Banneker, a math- 
ematician and astronomer who built America's 
first clock, and Charles Drew, who discovered the 
method of preserving blood plasma and organized 
the first blood bank during World War II, are just a 
handful of black inventors who made their mark in 
American society, Kemp Queener said. 
"Without these inventions, this country would be 
built on nothing less than ideals with no real mean- 
ing," she said! "Now is the time to give credit 
where credit is due. Black Americans nave a her- 
itage that is unique and a part of this country that 
needs to be recognized for the wonderful and 
meaningful parts of history, both black and white, 
Brown said Black History Month keeps the black 
heritage alive and helps the black person develop 
an inner sense of pride, of knowing who he or she 
is. 
"Some black people are not aware of their own 
heritage. They are only aware of the achievements 
of white people and because of this they tend not to 
know their place in society," Brown said. 
William Phillips, junior sports management 
major and vice president of Phi Beta Sigma 
fraternity, said by having Black History Month, 
blacks continue to educate both whites and blacks 
about history. 
Conrad Pritscher, professor of education, said 
the pace of change has been slow and more people 
working against racism are needed to educate oth- 
ers. 
"If we as a society continue to remind ourselves 
of the unfinished work of the negative effects of 
slavery, we'll move more rapidly toward a solu- 
tion where skin color won't make a difference in 
how a person is treated," Pritscher said. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 3, Crystal 'Boo' Ellis, an 
alumnus of the class of 1957 and former varsity 
basketball player, will present a lecture with the 
theme "Keep on Creeping On." , 
Ellis is presently the assistant superintendent of 
Toledo Public Schools. His talk will begin at 3:30 
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Uni- 
versity Union. 
On Feb. 6, a "Tribute to Bob Marley," sponsored 
by the Caribbean Student Association, will be held 
at the Northeast Commons from 10:00 p.m. — 1:00 
a.m. 
City to improve parks 
by Julie Wallace 
assistant wire editor 
Summer may be several 
months away, but city officials 
are already planning improve- 
ments for area recreation facili- 
ties. 
At last night's City Council 
meeting, legislation was intro- 
duced to build two hub buildings 
at Carter Park on Campbell Hill 
Road. 
William Blair, Ward 3 coun- 
cilman, said the buildings would 
be centered in the middle of 
several baseball diamonds, pro- 
viding areas for concession 
stands and scorekeepers. 
Funding for the first building 
will be provided by the city's 
Parks and Recreation depart- 
ment. The city's Rotary Club is 
planning on constructing the 
second building. 
Blair said the Rotary Club has 
already raised $30,000 toward its 
building. The total cost for one 
building is not expected to ex- 
ceed $45,000. 
In the past, the Pee Wee 
youth-baseball league played at 
two diamonds on Mercer Road. 
Blair said the league plans to 
construct additional diamonds 
at Carter Park. 
"In moving, they will have 
five diamonds available plus the 
concession stand," he said. 
"Since the Pee Wee league is in- 
dependently funded, the bulk of 
the their money comes from a 
concession stand." 
Blair advised council to com- 
plete the second and third read- 
ings needed to pass the ordin- 
ance at the Feb. 15 meeting. 
"The contractors are not busy 
now, so it is an excellent time for 
the proposal," he said. "By hur- 
rying plans along, the city can 
do nothing but save money." 
In addition to park renova- 
tions, repair plans for the city's 
public swimming pool were dis- 
cussed. 
The pool, which Blair esti- 
mated as 40 to 50 years old, is lo- 
cated in City Park on Conneaut 
Avenue. The gutter system of 
the pool needs to be replaced. 
Council members approved 
the contracting of an engineer in 
order to get repairs underway. 
"It is almost historical that 
something goes wrong with the 
pool and we (council) find out 
about it over the winter," Blair 
said. "It delays the opening of 
the pool and when the kids want 
the pool open, it should be 
open. 
Party 
debated 
by Greg Connel 
city editor 
Although City Council 
denied the Theta Chi 
fraternity a liquor license 
to sell beer at a party last 
spring, the group is back 
this year with a new appli- 
cation and new hopes. 
Council President John Quinn said the Theta Chi 
fraternity, 334 N. Main St., 
applied for an F permit to 
sell beer at a party April 
30. 
Council voted a similar 
proposal down last year 
because of neighbors' con- 
cerns about noise and 
parking problems that 
were occurring on an on- 
going basis, he said. 
Quinn   said   the   most 
common concern with the 
party was that it was to be 
G See Theta Chi, page 8. 
Tuesday 
□ Many building renovations are un- 
derway on campus, see story page 3. 
□The University is one of only 213 
schools in the country that offers a grad- 
uate degree in public administration, see 
story page 4. 
□The Falcon leers split the weekend 
series with Illinois-Chicago, keeping 
them from fourth place in the CCHA, see 
story page 9. 
Murphy surpasses Cruise 
as top box-office draw 
NEW YORK (AP) — "Top Gun" star Tom 
Cruise has been shot down as the nation's top mo- 
vie box office draw by "Beverly Hills Cop" Eddie 
Murphy, according to a survey of motion picture 
exhibitors. 
Murphy notched hits last year with "Beverly 
Hills Cop II" and "Eddie Murphy Raw," moving 
up from second place on the Quigley Publications 
list to No. 1. 
According to the list released Sunday, Murphy 
was followed in the top 10 by Michael Douglas, Mi- 
chael J. Fox, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Paul Ho- 
gan, Cruise, Glenn Gose, SylvesterStallone, Cher 
and Mel Gibson. 
The survey asked movie theater executives to 
select 10 people whose names on the marquee 
draw the most customers. Quigley Publications, which has conducted the 
survey annually since 1932, did not say how many 
people were questioned. 
President Olscamp to hold 
open forum  again today 
University President Paul Olscamp will today 
continue the open forums that he started last week. 
Olscamp is having the forums every Tuesday from 
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the General Assembly Room of 
McFall Center for students to come and discuss 
their concerns with him. 
Olscamp last week described the forums as "a 
time students can ask questions and air grievances 
in a civilized manner and hopefully we can come 
up with solutions." 
■ 
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Editorial 
Tell problems at 
Olscamp forum 
University President Paul Olscamp will hold his 
second open forum of the semester today — 
but hopefully it won't be to another "open" room. 
His first open forum, held last Tuesday, was at- 
tended by only two students — both of whom were 
gaining information for news stories. 
The forums, which last from noon until 1:30 each 
Tuesday, are designed to let students talk to the 
8resident about problems and to show students that 
lscamp is not inaccessible. 
The belief that Olscamp is not accessible to stu- 
dents has been a popular grievance within the Uni- 
versity community. 
But what students are not realizing is that this is 
a prime opportunity for those who do nave gripes or 
are just curious about meeting their president to go 
and talk to him. 
So why did no one show up last time? 
Granted, the noon to 1:30 time slot may not be 
ideal for those who have classes back-to-back, but 
at least it's a start. 
If enough students attend the forums, maybe 
more of them will be scheduled at convenient 
times. Also, heavily attended forums will show the 
president that certain issues are bothering stu- 
dents, and he may work harder to solve student 
problems. 
And even if Olscamp cannot help, he should be 
able to point you in a direction where you may find 
an answer. 
But sitting back on your heels complaining to 
Kour roommate about how bad you have it will not 
elp. This is a way to take an active role in improv- 
ing your education. And if nothing is done about it, 
go back next week. 
Do not be afraid of the ominous title "president." 
His job is to provideyou with a quality education. 
So, how about it? PSO? NAACP? Other groups or 
individual students? 
Why not put down your protest signs and go 
straight to the top today? 
Driver takes Buffalo tour 
By Jerry Yametsky 
Buffalo was rather unusual 
the last time I was there, 
Christmas of 1985. The place 
was pushing for a record num- 
ber of inches of snow. By New 
Year's Eve they broke it. Snow 
was piled up along the sides of 
the streets, literally burying the 
trees up to their limbs. 
Buffalonians blamed me, a 
Krson who lives in Ohio, for all 
s snow. "Hey it's not my 
fault, I used to live here too. 
They still thought that it was the 
foreigner's fault... I caused all 
the snow. They said talk to 
mother nature before visiting 
your mother again. 
This time I did talk to mother 
nature, or so it seemed, it was 
just cold —absolutely no snow. 
I haven't been to Buffalo, 
N.Y., for a couple years. I just 
haven't had the opportunity to 
go visit my mother, who lives in 
a suburb just north of Buffalo 
known as Kenmore. I've never 
driven there either, nor did I 
bother to get something known 
as directions. I lived in, and 
knew like the back of my hand, 
north Buffalo but didn't know 
the southern part of the city. I 
knew, though, that as soon as I 
found my way to downtown I'd 
be home free. Fortunately there 
were plenty of signs that pointed 
toward a northern Buffalo 
landmark, the Peace Bridge, the 
bridge going to Fort Erie, On- 
tario. 
Everyone I've ever talked to 
that's driven through Buffalo 
has given it a bad rap, mostly 
saying that it's an ugly city, only 
those who've actually stayed for 
a day or more have appreciated 
it. As I drove through town I un- 
derstood why even though I un- 
Letters. 
Move Olscamp forum 
to Falcon's Nest 
After seeing the picture titled 
"Lonely Opener" and reading 
that Or. Olscamp had very few 
visitors at his open forum on 
Tuesday Jan. 26, I thought I 
would make a suggestion to help 
Dr. Olscamp out. 
First off, I think it is great that 
Dr. Olscamp, the president of 
our University, is willing to take 
the time out of his extremely 
busy schedule to sit down and 
meet with any student at an 
open forum. Many students have 
complained that they have 
never seen or talked to the 
president and here the president 
is giving everyone the perfect 
opportunity to meet him. 
The one suggestion I have for 
Dr. Olscamp is to move the loca- 
tion of the forum from McFall 
Center over to the Falcon's Nest 
in the Union. There are very few 
students who have ever been in 
McFall Center and even fewer 
students who know where the 
General Assembly room is in- 
side McFall where the last open 
forum was held. I don't think 
there is anybody on this campus 
who doesn't know where the 
union is, and if there is someone 
who doesn't know by now, there 
is little help for them. 
By moving the forum to the 
Union there would be a greater 
opportunity for students to meet 
Dr. Olscamp and for Dr. Ols- 
camp to meet students. I think 
this would be a more efficient 
use of the President's time than 
sitting in an empty General As- 
sembly room as in the last 
forum. I do, however, re- 
member Dr. Olscamp voicing a 
concern that he could only meet 
five or six people at a time in the 
Union because of the arrange- 
ment and table size. But based 
on the turnout at the last forum, 
which was publicized in ad- 
vance, it seems meeting five or 
six people at a time would be 
somewhat of an improvement. 
As anyone who has ever sat in 
the Union for any length of time 
knows, there is a constant tur- 
nover of people. Students leave 
to go to class or stop by before or 
after class. If the president were 
to sit in the Union for a little 
while he would have the oppor- 
tunity to meet many students. 
Additionally with the personali- 
ty the president possesses, it 
would be extremely easy for him 
to meet people. I am sure that 
people would be more than will- 
ing to slide over and make room 
for the president at their table 
and to discuss anything that is 
on their mind. 
In order to ensure that Dr. 
Olscamp, the president of our 
University, doesn't have to sit 
alone in the Union, I extend an 
invitation for the president to 
join me in the Union on any gi- 
ven day with whoever else is 
around and I'll even buy the first 
cup of coffee and doughnut. 
Christopher Helmick 
326 Offenhauer West 
Time change needed 
for meeting president 
To Mr. Paul Olscamp: 
I picked up the BG News (like 
I do every day, Tuesday through 
Friday). Today (Jan. 26) was 
different — I actually took the 
time to read most of it!! What 
caught my attention first was 
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the fact that our beloved presi- 
dent's picture was on the front 
page. What caught my eye right 
off the bat was the fact that the 
photo was taken in a nearly 
empty lecture hall. How could it 
help but catch the reader's at- 
tention? (I mean, really!) 
Don't get me wrong, I would 
truly like to meet the president 
of our fine University. For those 
of us ever-present Non- 
Traditional students, don't you 
think that one o'clock in the 
afternoon might be a bit hard to 
work into a full-time job where 
our supervisors may not think 
meeting the University presi- 
dent is as important as getting 
our work done for the day? 
I think it was relatively ob- 
vious this past Tuesday that the 
basic Traditional student (who 
lives conveniently right on cam- 
pus) isn't interested in meeting 
the man who is the most impor- 
tant, highest paid employee of 
Bowling Green State University. 
(By the way, I have some 
friends who are your basic Tra- 
ditional student who do not fit 
this same bill, however many 
do!) 
When I find myself in an inter- 
esting, challenging class, with a 
very intelligent professor and 
hear comments like: "Man, I 
can't wait to get out of here." 
Or: "I can't believe how boring 
this is." Now, when I'm paying 
over $100.00 per credit hour, I'd 
better find it interesting and 
useful, or I'm not getting my 
money's worth. (And as a Non- 
Traditional student, paying for 
it out of your own pocket, does 
seem to put a different persec- 
tiveon things!). 
It has been good to come back 
to BGSU after being gone for 6 
years. I now realize how vital an 
education really is. College real- 
ly is not real life...no matter 
what anyone tells you. I bet even 
Mr. Olscamp would agree...And 
sir, if you read this, I would love 
to meet you. You strike me as a 
highly misunderstood and 
underrated man. I for one re- 
spect you, because I cannot hon- 
estly judge your character from 
what I read in the newspapers. 
As much as I respect some jour- 
nalists (many may be friends of 
mine!), I cannot condone some 
of the recent examples of press 
people overstepping their power 
and authority in reporting the 
news. They seem to assume au- 
thority that I thought belonged 
to God: judgment of individuals. 
Anyway I look forward to meet- 
ing you hopefully before I grad- 
uate. We Non-Traditional stu- 
dents have some concerns which 
we would love to discuss with 
you. 
derstood it the whole time. In a 
sense the south part of town 
supports the northern half. 
Blasdell, Lackawanna, the 
southern half of Buffalo is all 
very industrialized. Freezer Queen products, Ford Motor 
Company, Harrison Radiator, 
Republic Steel, the former Beth- 
lehem Steel plant, Trico Pro- 
ducts, Union Carbide, Ashland 
Oil and several others all do 
business down there. The rail- 
road that services the area 
(South Buffalo R.R.) is accord- 
ingly not in fiscal trouble. Over- 
all I agree with the casual by- 
passers, factories are generally 
ugly, and heading north on 1-90 
that's all they see. I fortunately 
didn't choose that route (I didn't 
feel like paying for the toll. I 
Continuing north, I finally 
made it downtown — it's iust 
now being put back together. 
Downtown was torn up to put in 
a subway that runs the length of 
the city. The area now has a 
huge pedestrian subway mall, 
with decorative stations. 
There's also the newly construc- 
ted Pilot Field, which will be the 
new home for the American As- 
sociation baseball team, Buffalo 
Bisons. 
After a quick tour of down- 
town (it didn't take long, it's 
rather compact —for that mat- 
ter the whole city is) I went 
north on Delaware Avenue, the 
single most graceful street I've 
seen in any city. Maybe I'm just 
prejudiced, as I was born on this 
street (in Millard Fillmore Hos- 
pital.) 
There are many architectural- 
ly significant houses and build- 
ings on Delaware Avenue. (And 
I love architecture.) Many or- 
ganizations such as the Ameri- 
can Red Cross and the American 
Automobile Association have 
their regional headquarters on 
the street. President Theodore 
Roosevelt was inaugurated in 
one of the buildings, the Wilcox 
Mansion. Unfortunatly it was 
further up the street, at Delaw- 
are Park, that President Wil- 
liam McKinley was shot. He was 
shot at the Pan American Expo- 
sition held there in 1901. 
There's only one building left 
from that Exhibition, then the 
New York State Building. The 
Buffalo and Erie County Histor- 
ical Society now occupies it. 
That building and the nationally 
known Albnght-Knox Art Gal- 
lery provided for many hours of 
entertainment in my so-called 
youth (21 isn't old). 
On the south side of the park is 
Forest Lawn Cemetery, the only 
cemetery I know of where you 
wouldn't mind having a picnic at 
— the place is beautiful and 
peaceful. It's also a wonderful 
place for fossil hunting, Scaja- 
quada Creek is supposedly one 
of the best places to find the New 
York state fossil, the Euryp- 
terid. 
I think Buffalo feels sorry for 
itself at times. It's having trou- 
bles with its four term mayor 
Jimmy Griffin (what do you ex- 
pect out of a man who changes 
from Democrat to Republican — 
look at Ronald Reagan). It's lost 
a lot of jobs due to industry leav- 
ing left and right, and it's sports 
teams have resided in the base- 
ment for a couple years. 
The town has a lot of pride, 
though. The city is culturally 
tied to the old world — several 
festivals fill the calendar repre- 
senting the Poles, Italians, 
Greeks, Serbs, and Ukranians. 
Allantown (Buffalo's artisitic 
mecca) holds an annual art fes- 
tival that is also well known. The 
Buffalo Bills did get out of the 
basement of the NFL (although 
they still have a game or two to 
So before they break .500) and 
le Buffalo Sabres hockey team 
looks as if they'll make the 
playoffs this year (they are 
playing over .500.) 
I finally made it through Buf- 
falo, hit the Buffalo city line and 
drove into Kenmore. Driving at 
night made me feel like a 
homing pigeon (or a polar bear 
if you take into the consideration 
that Buffalo often feels no 
different than Anchorage, Ala- 
ska.) But I made it to my moth- 
er's home at about 2 a.m. and 
quickly went to sleep. 
Yametsky is a sophomore 
journalism major from Middle- 
town. 
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Respond. 
The BG News editorial page 
is your campus forum. 
The News encourages and 
welcomes any and all guest 
columnists. 
Additional opinions may be 
expressed in letters to the edi- 
tor. 
Letters to the editor should 
be a maximum of 200-300 
words in length and should be 
typewritten, double-spaced, 
and signed. Address or on- 
campus mailbox number along 
with your telephone number 
for varification, must be in- 
cluded. 
University students writing 
columns must provide class 
rank, major and hometown. 
The News reserves the right 
to reject any material that is 
offensive, malicious or libe- 
lous. All submissions are sub- 
ject to condensation. 
Please address all submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
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Campus renovations continue 
More projects to follow BA building, Williams 
by Amy Burkelt 
staff reporter 
The Business Administra- 
tion Building is one of the 
buildings getting a new look. A 
$3.65 million expansion is be- 
ing added to the old building. 
Robert McGeein, Uni- 
versity's director of capital 
Skinning, said, "the new addi- 
on will have 10 classroom fa- 
cilities and 31 offices." 
There was a need for the new 
building because of the large 
number of students registered 
for classes taught in that build- 
ing, he said. 
"'Enrollment in the College 
of Business grew well beyond 
the capability of the old build- 
ing to handle, so there was a 
need to add on," McGeein said. 
It is very rare for a project to 
be ahead of schedule, but it 
seems that the business build- 
ing may be completed before 
the expected date of "late 
April or early May," he said. 
Roland Engler, University 
Architect, said the Rudolph- 
Libbe Company should be done 
before the expected date with 
the B.A. Building addition. 
"The general contractor is 
ahead of schedule. Although 
that doesn't necessarily mean 
all contractors will finish 
ahead, it does seem that they 
are all ahead by three or four 
weeks," Engler said. 
Even though there will be 
additional classroom space, it 
does not appear that there will 
be a need for more faculty. 
Robert Patton, Dean of the 
College of Business Adminis- 
tration, said, "the addition of 
the building is not tied to ad- 
ding new faculty. There was a 
need for new classroom space 
within the college and 
throughout the University." 
The business building is not 
the only building to receive 
necessary improvements. Wil- 
liams Hall is getting a $2.4 mil- 
lion facelift. 
"The renovated building will 
house the departments of his- 
tory, political science and so- 
ciology. There will also be a 
student computer lab," 
McGeein said. "It should be 
completed by next fall. The 
contractor has until December 
to finish." 
Other buildings to receive 
improvements are Shatzel 
Hall, Hayes and Overman 
South, but construction will not 
begin until 1990. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
A worker on the Williams Hall renovation project puts caulking around a new window frame on the buildings 
south side. 
I 
City police stop 
robbery attempt 
inside Uhlman's 
I  
by John Meola 
city reporter 
An attempted robbery at Uhlman's De- 
partment Store was thwarted by city police 
this weekend. 
David A. Conyers, 23, was arrested and 
charged with the robbery Saturday. He was 
released Thursday from the Orient Correc- 
tional Facility in Mansfield. 
Police entered the front and back doors of 
the department store at 139 S. Main St. They 
found the store's assistant manager, who 
told them a man was upstairs attempting a 
robbery. 
Police said they could not locate him but 
heard a rear window being "smashed out." 
When the officers ran toward the sound of 
the window breaking, they ran into Conyers. 
Police found him with a large quantity of 
money in his left hand and a ladies negligee 
in his right — holding it as if he had a gun. 
Conyers screamed an obscenity and dove 
at the officer. The officer struck Conyers in 
the head and kicked him in the groin and 
stomach, police said. 
Back-up arrived and carried Conyers 
from the store, police said. Conyers was 
found with a letter-opener. 
Police said Conyers entered the office 
area of the store on the north side. He 
grabbed Lisa Elrod, an employee, by the 
arm and made her lie on the floor. 
"I was sitting down and typing," Elrod 
told police. "He all at once came through the 
door. He motioned me to be quiet. Then he 
grabbed my arm and made me lie down. He 
said if I moved or talked he'd kill me." 
Conyers then went to the safe and stuffed 
his pockets with loose, wrapped and folded 
money, according to police. 
Police said that instead of going down- 
stairs, Conyers became confused and and 
smashed a window to either escape or ditch 
the money. 
Conyers was en route to Toledo Friday 
when he was ejected from a Greyhound bus 
for being "loud and abusive," according to 
city police. 
Fact Line...chance of a lifetime 
See tomorrow's BG News for details. 
UAO Day by Day Photography 
Contest 
The contest is open to any BGSU 
full-time student. Winning pictures 
will be included in the 1988-89 
UAO Day By Day Calendar. 
Photographs must be Black & 
White 8x10 glossy or semi-glossy 
and must be submitted by March 
30. For more details, stop up in the 
UAO Office, 3rd floor Union or call 
372-2343. 
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Program placement high 
Public administration goal is government understanding 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
The next public administrator 
in your town may be a graduate 
of the University. 
Because the University is one 
of 213 schools in the country with 
a recognized graduate program 
in public ad- 
ministration, 
job place- 
ments for stu- 
dents is very 
good, said 
Frank 
McKenna, di- 
rector of the 
program. Thel 
program is I 
offered McKenna 
through the department of polit- 
ical science. 
According to McKenna, the 
program's main goal is to pro- 
vide a quality education not only 
to graduate students interested 
in a career in government, but 
also to persons already involved 
in these and related fields who 
want to enhance their knowl- 
edge. 
"Our purpose is to give people 
a good understanding of the 
process of government," he 
said. 
In preparing for graduate 
studies in public administration, 
it is not necessary to obtain an 
undergraduate degree in politi- 
cal science, McKenna said. 
"Public administration is a 
multi-disciplinary field," he 
said. "It is more important to 
get a good social science back- 
ground than one in political 
science." 
A unique part of the graduate 
Erogram in public administra- 
on is the Ohio Rural Uni- 
versities Program at the Uni- 
versity, of which McKenna is 
also   director.   This  program 
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GLADLY ACCEPTED 
offers graduate students an op- 
portunity to supplement their 
education with practical experi- 
ence in their field. 
ORUP was implemented three 
years ago by the Ohio General 
Assembly here and at Ohio and 
Miami Uiiiversities to aid small 
cities and rural communities in 
the field of public administra- 
tion. 
These schools were chosen be- 
cause they are located in rural 
areas where the needs of the 
program are oriented. The pro- 
gram was patterned after a 
similar project directed toward 
larger cities. 
Because of its location, the 
University focuses its projects 
in northwest Ohio and includes 
27 counties. Since its beginning 
at the University, ORUP has 
already completed two projects 
and is currently in the process of 
finishing several others, 
McKenna said. 
Among the completed projects 
is one which involved the village 
of Put-in-Bay. According to the 
published results of the project, 
the village requested assistance 
in increasing the efficiency of 
their government. One con- 
sideration they were given by, 
the University ORUP members 
was to annex the town with the 
village. "With one government 
in Put-in-Bay instead of two, the 
administrators will be able to 
work more closely together," 
said McKenna. 
Another of the project's goals 
is to enhance the economic de- 
velopment of small towns, said 
McKenna. 
"We assist governments in 
promoting the desirability for 
companies to either stay or 
come in to the towns in this 
area," he said. 
The key factor in this goal, ac- 
cording to McKenna, is location. 
"Northwest Ohio is a good lo- 
cation for factories," he said. 
"It's good for future develop- 
ment and has a good social cul- 
tural environment." 
"The 1-75 corridor provides an 
excellent means of transporta- 
tion and is an essential part of 
the infrastructure, or basic as- 
pects, which will attract busi- 
nesses to this part of Ohio," he 
said. 
Aware of the increasing relo- 
cation of foreign industries in 
the United States, McKenna said 
the future goal of ORUP will be 
to encourage Japanese busi- 
nesses to come to northwest 
Ohio. The continuing education 
department has planned a trip to 
. Japan in the fall to better under- 
stand the Japanese system of 
business management. 
CD EX SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR 
riCt     STUDENTS WHO NEED 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of 
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships. 
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion In private 
sector funding. 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic 
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence. 
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper car- 
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . . . etc. 
•Results GUARANTEED. 
CALL 
ANYTIME 
For A Free Brochure 
1.800422*2642 a 
DThree male University 
students were robbed at gun- 
point early Saturday morning 
on Manville Avenue between 
Fourth and Fifth streets. 
They were returning to their 
campus residences from a 
party off-campus, police said. 
As they were walking 
northbound on Manville, a 
four-door 1979 or 1980 Olds- 
mobile Delta 88 stopped and 
three black males got out of 
the car, the students told 
police. 
The first robber demanded 
a brown leather bomber 
jacket one of the students was 
wearing. 
One of the robbers pulled 
what was believed to be a 
22-caliber pistol and fired it 
into the air. The other men 
had switchblade knives and a 
club resembling a bowling pin 
or short baseball bat, police 
said. 
The robbers then deman- 
ded money from the victims 
but the victims convinced the 
men they had no money, ac- 
cording to police. 
Police have said they have 
no suspects in the case. 
DA Toledo man was arr- 
rested in connection with a 
breaking and entering at 
Newman's Marathon, 525 N. 
Main St., Sunday evening. 
The owner saw the outside 
light of the station was on. He 
stopped to shut off the light 
and discovered the front door 
had been shattered. Upon en- 
tering the station, he noticed 
a cement block on the floor 
and the empty money 
drawer. Eight packs of Marl- 
boro Lights cigarettes were 
also missing, according to 
police. 
Police found Thomas S. 
Henning, 22, 405 Oak St., 
Toledo, staggering on the 
sidewalk between Ridge and 
Clay Streets. 
Police checked Henning 
and found six packs of Marl- 
boro Lights and "loose 
change." 
D Police responded to 10 
loud noise complaints over 
the weekend. □An employee at Dexter's, 
510 E. Wooster St., told police 
on Friday that University 
students had phoned the busi- 
ness several times to tell the 
employee they had entered 
the store through a back door 
and took one to three cans of 
Starkist tuna and several 
Dexter's hats and name tags. 
The callers said they would 
return the goods in exchange 
for five sub sandwiches. The 
callers gave a Rodgers Qua- 
drangle address which was 
found to be incorrect. □A Portage woman told 
police that two men on the 
roof of the Uptown-Downtown 
bar, 162 N. Main St., were 
shoveling snow onto her car. 
Police told the employees in 
the bar to watch for pedes- 
trians before shoveling snow, 
but "saw no problem' with 
the shoveling. 
LMitch Parish, 151 E. 
Wooster, told police Saturday 
morning someone kicked in 
his car door two nights earlier 
and stole a VCR and TV set. 
An estimated $1,000 da- 
mage was done to the car. □A Bowling Green man 
was accosted by an unknown 
man in his mid-20s wearing 
jeans and a sweatshirt and 
demanding money early Sat- 
urday morning. 
John McAlea, 850 Scott 
Hamilton, told the man he 
had no money and asked if he 
had a gun. The man respon- 
ded, "This isn't a pea 
shooter," police said. 
The man then took 
McAlea's $30 Timex wris- 
twatch. □A late-model red car 
drove off with without paying 
for $9 worth of gasoline at the 
Stadium View Sunoco Sunday 
morning, police said. 
CRim£ =|RB CALL 
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Rush turnout high this spring 
by Pamela Monaslra 
staff reporter 
Fraternity rush has already 
exceeded last year's spring rush 
and sorority rush is gearing for 
a late February rush, according 
to officials of Interfraternity 
Council and Panhellenic Coun- 
cil. 
Bill Hutchman, IFC's vice 
president of rush and a member 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said the 
turnout has been good this 
semester. 
"This semester has already 
exceeded last year's spring rush 
by 36 percent," he said. 
Spring sorority rush does not 
begin until Feb. 22 and will end 
with a pledge day on Feb. 26. 
Debbie Nolan, vice president 
of rush for Pannel ana a mem- 
ber of Alpha Xi Delta, said not 
every house participates in 
spring rush. 
"Spring rush is an informal 
rush process, by which only the 
houses that wish to participate 
will, which will be Alpha Delta 
Pi and Kappa Delta, she said. 
"The houses will be able to 
"This semester has already exceeded last 
year's spring rush by 36 percent." 
•-Bill Hutchman, IFC vice president of rush 
determine at what time of the 
day they would like to start." 
Like rush in the fall, themes 
are determined by the individu- 
al fraternity and sorority chap- 
ters. 
One difference between rush- 
ing a fraternity and rushing a 
sorority is the criteria that must 
be met in order to participate in 
rush or be initiated, Nolan said. 
"The women must have a 2.2 
cumulative grade point average 
or have received a 2.2 the pre- 
vious semester in order to go 
through rush," Nolan said. 
In order to be initiated into a 
chapter, a person must obtain 
the requirements enforced by 
the individual chapter, accord- 
ing to Hutchman. 
"There is no criteria to go 
through fraternity rush, but the 
men must have a 2.0 to be ini- 
tiated into a chapter," he said. 
During spring rush, Panhel's 
system is similar to IFC's. 
"After a rush party the indi- 
vidual chapters will either ex- 
tend a bid to a rushee to join the 
chapter or they will extend an 
invitation to another rush 
party," he said. 
Nolan said the chapters con- 
tact the women rushing. 
"When all the needed infor- 
mation is published and distrib- 
uted to the involved houses, they 
will receive a list of women go- 
ing through and it will be up to 
the chapters to call the women," 
shesaia. 
IFC to create magazine 
by Pamela Monattra 
staff reporter 
this semester's rush 
nearly finished, the Inter- 
fraternity Council is imple- 
menting some new ideas to 
help the "rushees" better un- 
derstand the process. 
Bill Hutchman, vice presi- 
dent of rush for IFC, said he is 
in the process of creating a 
magazine that explains rush. 
"My main goal Is to create a 
magazine for fraternity rush 
similar to the magazine Pan- 
nel gives out for fall rush," 
Hutchman said. 
It will be supported by the 
individual chapters buying ad 
space and producing their own 
ad, according to Hutchman. 
"The magazine will consist 
of pictures from different 
fraternity events such as phi- 
lanthropies, previous rush par- 
ties ana anything randomly a- 
vailable," he said. "This will 
give the rushees the chance to 
really understand what each 
fraternity does." 
Hutchman is also working on 
increasing the Greek system 
at the University. 
He said IFC has already 
seen an increase from a year 
ago. 
"I would also like to see the 
Greek system increase as a 
whole and from the extensive 
help of the 19 individual rush 
chairmen involved, I can see 
Improvement already," 
Hutchman said. "We've 
already seen an increase since 
last spring semester." 
Last year, IFC won the Jel- 
ison Award at the Mid- 
American Interfraternity 
Council Association, which is a 
nationally-recognized award 
for the most outstanding or- 
ganization. 
"With such an outstanding 
organization, the percentage 
of the membership enrollment 
should continue to increase as 
Ccted at the University," 
iman said. 
"There is a lot of experience 
to be gained from an organiza- 
tion like ours," he said. 
In order to comprise more 
ideas together, Hutchman is in 
the process of incorporating a 
committee of all the rush 
chairmen from the individual 
chapters both on and off cam- 
pus. 
"Nineteen heads are better 
than one," Hutchman said. "I 
attribute our accomplishments 
through the work of each indi- 
vidual chairman — I work for 
them." 
=CHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1988 and 1988-1989 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
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Research focus of center 
by Elizabeth Klmes 
staff reporter 
Numbers, numbers and more 
numbers. That is what the Uni- 
versity's Population and Society 
Research Center deals with on a 
daily basis. 
Located in 
Hayes Hall, 
the PSRC is a 
research asso- 
ciation specia- 
lizing in de- 
mographic 
analysis, sur- 
vey research 
and software 
development,   wicks 
"We   are 
probably one of the most active 
research organizations on cam- 
pus," said Jerry Wicks, director 
of the PSRC. 
Staffed by an interdisciplinary 
group of University faculty, var- 
ious professionals and a 
research staff, the PSRC divides 
its time between on- and off- 
campus research. 
"Most of the work we do is 
from off campus," Wicks said. 
"We do a lot of health care 
research and right now, radio 
research for all around the 
nation." 
According to Wicks, who is an 
associate professor of sociology, 
a large amount of the PSRC's 
HAIR REPAIR 
HAIRCUT 
SPECIAL 
$6 
no 
shampoo 
(regular $10) 
Special 
Perm on 
short hair 
only 
$20 
time is devoted to health care 
research. 
"It is a very dynamic market 
right now," he said. "As a re- 
sult, there is a need for a lot of 
research on what is happening 
in the market because of the 
economics of health care." 
PSRC surveys in health care 
have included patient satisfac- 
tion evaluation, physician sur- 
veys and consumer awareness. 
Facultyat the University also 
uses the PSRC as a research lia- 
son between various depart- 
ments. 
"For example, you might 
have someone from the sociolo- 
gy department working with 
someone from HPER on a sports 
project," Wicks said. "The so- 
ciologist's focus on sports may 
be different from the person in 
HPER, so it brings both aspects 
together to collect data. It pro- 
vides more possibilities." 
Research at the PSRC has 
been widened within the past 
year with the addition of a com- 
puter networking system. 
According to Wicks, it is the 
first and best network system on 
campus. 
The computerization of the 
PSRC allows easy access to vital 
statistics through the use of such 
items as the MaCATI computer 
system, the U.S. Census Bureau, 
and the National Library of 
Congress. 
The PSRC, which is a self- 
sufficient organization, was an 
outgrowth of the Center for 
Study of Social Behavior, which 
was established in 1969. 
By the early 1980s, the center 
began focusing on survey 
research. 
"It's grown from a fairly quiet 
place to one where it's un- 
comfortable to be in at times," 
Wicks said. 
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Intro, to The Short Story 
When Carla told mc that my date 
was a little short, I thought she was 
talking dollars and cents, not feet and 
inches. So there I was at the door, in 
my spiked heels, staring at the top of 
my date's head. 
All I could think was, how do I 
;et myself out of this? I could imagine 
iow my legs would ache if I had to walk 
around with my knees bent all evening. 
So to stall for time, while figuring 
out how to fake malaria, I made us 
some Double Dutch Chocolate. 
When I brought it into the living 
Troom, I discovered that Gary was 
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man 
after my own heart. Okay, I de- 
cided I'd give him a chance. So we 
sat down and saw each other face- 
to-face for the first time. He had a 
nice smile. 
After some small talk—I mean 
conversation—I discovered that we 
both love Updike, hate the winter 
weather, and both have minia- 
ture schnauzcrs. So, we made 
a date to introduce Shadow 
and Schatzi next week. 
General Foods* International Coffees 
Share the feeling. 
CW6<*nc"lfoodtCorp 
Cancer. 
D Continued from page 1. 
interviews the parents of the 
victims for medical history 
and what they do and where 
they have lived and worked. 
Indian also checks the fam- 
ily's water source. He said if 
they use a private well, which 
is common in the county, he 
checks the water for inor- 
ganic and organic contamina- 
tion, heavy metals and radi- 
ation. 
Indian said he is unsure 
about the last three cases. He 
said he has not investigated 
them yet and he is not even 
sure if the cases are cancer. 
"I am puzzled why the 
cases were reported (to the 
press as leukemia) before we 
could make sure that they are 
really leukemia. The heresay 
of these cases raises a lot of 
fear and consternation,"he 
said. 
Indian will be in Toledo 
later this week to investigate 
the cases. 
From the investigations of 
the 27 previous cases, Indian 
said he has found no "con- 
necting thread" as to their 
causes. 
Steingraber said she be- 
lieves there is a "connecting 
thread" — the private wells 
which so many Wood County 
families use. 
According to Steingraber, 
there is an unsafe alpha radi- 
ation count in many of these 
wells. She said alpha radi- 
ation or radium 228 comes 
from the natural decomposi- 
tion of uranium in the earth. 
"I believe that radium 226 
is definitely a contributing 
factor to these cases. Just last 
week a woman called me be- 
cause she has had four sick 
kids since Dec. 4," Stei- 
ngraber said. "She had her 
well tested for bacteria. I told 
her to check it for radiation. 
Columbus (where the sam- 
ples are tested) told her that 
she has a high radiation level 
and that she should stop using 
her well." 
STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE 
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 
SKYDIVING 
Clavaland Sport 
Parachuting School 216-548-4511 
15199 Grove Rd 
GarratUvllla, Ohio 44231 
E*E   E*E   E*E   E*E   E»E   E*E   E4-E   E*E   E*E   E*E   E*E 
Come out of the Cold for 
HOT CHOCOlAT€ 
ond 
DONUTS 
with 
SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON 
Enjoy some cold-weather 
munchies in the house of the 
heart.   If you have any Rush 
questions, we'll be happy to 
answer them. 
□ 
|ROD<.£RS| 
TONIGHT 
7:30-9:00 E<i>E 
E*E   E + E   E+K   E + E   E+E    E*E    E+E   E + E   E*E   E+E   E+E 
m9 One Price! 
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of 
prescription sunglasses all at one low pncel Choose from our 
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated 
plastic lenses, round or Hat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses. 
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals 
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye 
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover 
only one pair of glasses. 
Single Vision Bifocals $7988     $||988 
For Both Pairs For Both Pairs 
One day service for most prescriptions with 
experienced Opticians at your service. 
You mutt be completey satisfied or we wM return your money. 
Burlington Optical 
1955 S. Reynolds      3153 W. Sylvania     staXrnfe 
382-2020 472-1113 352-2533 
t. 
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Meese denies payoff in pipeline project 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Edwin Meese m denied 
any wrongdoing yesterday on his part in connection with possible 
payoffs to a high Israeli official to allow an Iraqui oil pipeline to be 
built without Israeli interference. 
Meese went before reporters at the Justice Department to read a 
lengthy statement in which he said he had only a slight role in the af- 
fair. 
He said he was convinced that "a thorough inquiry in a profes- 
sional manner will inevitably result in a conclusion favorable to 
me." 
He refused to answer questions. 
A close friend of Meese, E. Robert Wallach, had a financial inter- 
est in the Iraqi project and sent the attorney general a memo citing a 
plan to pay off a top Israeli official in return for a guarantee that Is- 
rael would not bomb the pipeline, sources close to the investigation 
have confirmed. The sources spoke on condition they not be identi- 
fied. 
"I can tell you that the language in Mr. Wallach's memorandum 
that has given rise to this speculation consists of 10 words in one of 
two long documents that he provided to me," Meese said. 
"I do not recall having read the specific words that have now 
mushroomed into importance... but I did not get the impression of il- 
legality whatsoever,'' Meese added. 
He said the Wallach memo contained no reference to bribes or 
Syoffs. He said his only role was, upon receiving the memo, to ask 
! Overseas Private Investment Corp., a government agency, for 
an opinion, and to refer the matter to the staff of the National Secur- 
ity Council. 
Meese said he was confident an investigation by independent 
counsel James C. McKay would show "that my limited contact with 
thepipeline project was totally lawful." 
The attorney general said he was speaking out to counter "misin- 
formation, false headlines, false truths, innuendoes and misunder- 
standing of the law" that he said had appeared in the press. 
As long as the investigation was in the hands of an honest and de- 
dicated professional," he said, it could withstand "the daily buffet- 
ing of media sensationalism.'' 
At the White House, President Reagan's spokesman, Marlin Fitz- 
water, said earlier that Reagan had not spoken with Meese about the 
criminal investigation into the pipeline because it is "not appro- 
priate" to interfere with McKay's investigation. 
Meese said there had been two communications between himself 
and officials of the Israeli government, but they were both "limited 
and brief" and neither had been initiated by him, he said. 
He pictured the Wallach memo in question as something he paid 
scant attention to. 
He said Wallach, his personal friend and lawyer, "was in the habit 
of giving me lengthy memorandums on many subjects. I rarely had 
time to read them. 
Meese also stressed that he had "no personal or financial stake" in 
thepipeline project. 
The 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act generally forbids com- 
panies and individuals from making payments to foreign govern- 
ment officials to secure help in obtaining or retaining business. 
Under that act, the attorney general is responsible for prosecuting 
American citizens or companies that try to bribe foreign officials. 
James Rocap, an attorney for Meese, has said the attorney gen- 
eral had only a limited involvement with the project and "did not 
approach any Israeli official with respect to the pipeline matter." 
But today s New York Times quotes an unidentified source who 
said Meese wrote a letter in 1985 to Shimon Peres, who was prime 
minister of Israel, after Peres had written to Meese expressing Is- 
raeli support for construction of the pipeline. The Times said it could 
not be learned what Meese said in his letter to Peres. 
Need 
Sales Experience? 
Gain valuable experience 
and earn commission at 
The KEY 
Key Sales Staff Meeting 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 7 p.m. 
The KEY office, 28 West Hall 
Students with any major 
are welcome! 
Be a Big Winner! 
Participate in the 
Spring Savings Edition 
THE BG NEWS 
ETHNIC CULTURAL 
ARTS PROGRAM 
(ECAP) 
WHAT: Pain, Passion. & Purpose 
By Dr John Scott, 
Resident Playwright 
TRIANGLES is an anthology 
ol Black lite in dramatic, 
poetic, musical and dance 
forms. 
WHEN: February 10. 11. 12, 13 
WHO: ALL BGSU students 
are eligible 
10 tickets per night 
FREE transportation to 
Collingwood Art Center 
Leaves Union at 6:00 pm 
SIGN-UP: Minority Affairs Office 
'First come, first serve 
Deadline for sign-ups 
Tuesday, Feb  9. 1988 
for info call 372-7122 
SAVE       THIS A_D 
TONITE IS 
POPCORN NITE 
All Popcorn 1/2 Price 
\J    ft" "'Or,   " 
Vpou.n/0^9. ' 
They're all wet. 
a*uta,(&aAif 
at 7:15 and 9:15 
PRESENT   AT   OUR   BOX 
PUT FIFTH THIRD MM 
AT YOUR BECK AND CALL 
\'«n when you need In paj 
Miiir household hills, or transfer 
funds, or juM check your balance. 
Fifth Third Itauk Ids ynu call all 
lite >ln itv 
Simply l» using a louch-tnm 
phone. 
Thank-, in leanies' Private 
line, MIII can (hi all of the above 
and tuna' from any touch-tone 
plioiK Any tin* and anywtiere 
1032 North Main St. • 
354- 
InM call leunie s exclusive xno 
number, punch in the proper aide 
numbers and make taking care ol 
business, a pleasure 
\nd you II net a hreak-down 
nl all your iransaclioiis on your 
monthly hanking statement 
Slop l>\ any Fifth Third I'.ank 
11 IK ' -enter l»r mure information 
on leanies' Private line And 
see IHM using \iuir plldlie 
Bowl ins (ircen. Ohio 
1592 
could l>e the perlec! answer to 
mam of MHO hanking heeds 
Call 1-800-354-5511 
FIFTH THIRD BANK 
i N   \« >k'IH\UsllH\  (fMH> 
hilling toaple First... 
The Tnidition Continues 
thntfv-r IHM        176 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO GET INVOLVED 
JOIN UAO TODAY 
for more information call 
the UAO office:   372-2343 
CIAO Day by Day Photography Contest 
The contest is open to any BGSU 
full-time student.  Winning pictures 
will be included in the 1988-89 UAO 
Day by Day Calender. 
Look for upcoming 
Spring Break Raffle 
win a free trip 
more info to follow 
Jack White Billiards 
Exhibition 
February 22-26th 
Second City is coming! I 
Thursday, Feb. 4th 1988 8pm 
Grand Ballroom, University Union 
Tickets:  $3.00 BG student w/I.D. 
$3.50 Non-students 
Tickets available at Union Info. Desk 
Feb. lst-4th, 10 am-3 pm and at door! 
2Jne Scarlet 
cJLetter 
starring Lillian Gish 
9 pm FREE Feb. 4th 
Gish Film Theatre/ 
Hanna Hall 
ROBO COP 
Fri./Sat. Feb. 5 & 6 
$1.50 8, 10, midnight 
Criminal Justice 
Organization 
(organization of tne week] 
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Indians release hostages 
LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) - Two heavily 
armed American Indians who had taken 
over a newspaper office Monday to protest 
the death of a black jail inmate released 
their hostages after a 10-hour standoff. 
"It's over. The hostages have been 
released," Jim Su^hrue, Gov. Jim Martin's 
press secretary, said shortly after 8 p.m. 
Eight of the 17 hostages seized initially at 
The Robesonian had been released by early 
afternoon, according to Police Chief A.L. 
Carroll. 
No injuries or violence were reported dur- 
ing the takeover, but one hostage said two of 
the released hostages had complained of 
heart problems. 
"We're trying to get some justice in Robe- 
son County among the minorities," said 
19-year-old Timothy Jacobs, one of the cap- 
tors, in a telephone conversation with The 
Associated Press. "We want to see (Sheriff) 
Hubert Stone out." 
"We're not going to hurt the people," 
Jacobs told WFNC radio. "We're going to 
hurt the law if they come in here. They 
might get us, too, but we'll get a few of them 
before it's over with. We just decided to do 
this to get help." 
Jacobs said he was a Tuscarora-Cherokee 
Indian and that he had two companions. 
The three captors took over the newsroom 
and chained the doors shut, according to edi- 
tor Bob Home, who was reached by Cable 
News Network in the newsroom. Home said 
there was no violence and noone was injured 
in the takeover. 
He said the hostages were being held at 
gunpoint and that he had been told some of 
the doors were booby-trapped. 
Police cordoned off two blocks around the 
newspaper, which is across the street from 
the county court building in the center of 
town. The Robesonian is an afternoon daily 
with a circulation of about 15,000 in Robeson 
County, about 85 miles south of Raleigh in 
southeastern North Carolina. 
Jacobs said no police were visible in front 
of the building and "we demanded that they 
be moved." 
Oil barge sinks off west coast 
Weinberger knighted 
LONDON (AP) - Former 
U.S. Defense Secretary Cas- 
par W. Weinberger has been 
awarded an honorary British 
knighthood, the Foreign Of- 
fice said yesterday. 
Queen Elizabeth II ap- 
proved the award on the rec- 
ommendation of Foreign Sec- 
retary Sir Geoffrey Howe in 
recognition of Weinberger's 
"outstanding and invaluable" 
contribution to defense coop- 
eration between Britain and 
the United States, the Foreign 
Office said. 
Weinberger is to receive 
the knighthood from the 
queen at Buckingham Palace 
either Feb. 22 or 23. 
Buckingham Palace re- 
ported 55 Americans have 
received honorary knighth- 
oods, including at least one 
former Cabinet official, Dean 
Rusk, the former secretary of 
state who was honored in 
1976. 
A Foreign Office spokes- 
man said Weinberger would 
be appointed an Honorary 
Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Excellent Order of the 
British Empire. 
ANACORTES, Wash. (AP) - 
A barge carrying 283,500 gallons 
of heavy oil sank four miles off- 
shore and began leaking Sun- 
day, the Coast Guard said. 
The barge, its cargo in 12 
sealed compartments, began 
listing unexplainably in calm 
seas and went down in 136 feet of 
water, said Coast Guard 
spokesman Roy Compton. No in- 
juries were reported. 
Murky water and strong cur- 
rents prevented divers from 
determining the extent of the 
leak, and a more sophisticated 
diving team was summoned, 
officials said. 
"As long as there is a barge 
sunk out there with 9,000 barrels 
of oil product, there is the poten- 
tial for a major problem," 
Compton said. 
The biggest spill on record off 
Washington was when 239,000 
gallons of crude oil leaked into 
Port Angeles harbor in Decem- 
ber 1985. 
Coast Guard Seaman Veron- 
ica Cady said divers from 
National Oceanic and Atmo- 
spheric Administration could 
get no deeper than 80 feet late 
Sunday afternoon. 
"When they came up, there 
was oil on their suits," she said. 
mcpiii 
TMJ* Dyka 
Leigh Am Ferris 
Shannon Firsdon 
Sarah eiwna 
Karmen Hawaii 
Stephanie Headee' 
Corime HudJsston 
Kriitina Huamb 
Stacey lies 
Susan Kenan 
Missy Kolwun 
Nancy Kozisld 
Jami Lew 
CO HoHy Lildy 
^- Jennifer Michaels 
E.*******1 :••• 
"It's like Karo syrup (in con- 
sistency) and it smells." 
A team with lights from the 
private group Advanced Ameri- 
can Diving of Portland, Ore., 
was summoned to examine the 
barge Sunday night at slack 
tide, she said. 
Once a report is received from 
the divers, a cleanup plan will be 
drafted by the Coast Guard, the 
state Wildlife and Ecology de- 
partments and an environmen- 
tal company, she said. 
"      Rritten Montgomery 
/■* Tracy Moose 
$® Deborah Palmer 
| " Robin Ramlow 
»    Jenny Sah/mo 
Emily Sehraeder 
' ,    Janet Shanklin 
Any Starts 
/-*,   Miekele Srabo 
M   Denis* Szelesta 
)    Debbie Srucs 
(    Amy Walls 
V   Rona Wottehak 
Amy Writsel 
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Theta Chi 
G Continued from page 1. 
held on a Thursday afternoon, 
and many parents complained 
their children would be walking 
past the party on their way 
home from Ridge Street Ele- 
mentary School. 
This year the party is planned 
for Saturday, but Quinn said he 
still expects opposition from 
Theta Chi's neighbors at Coun- 
cil's hearing Feb. 29 at 7 p.m. 
"I can only speak for myself, 
and there are six other members 
on council, but I think they'll 
have a difficult time changing 
the vote (from last year) if they 
have not appeased their neigh- 
bors. But if they've improved 
their image, maybe they can get 
it through." 
Adam Bechler, sophomore 
accounting major and member 
of Theta Chi, said he believes the 
fraternity has improved neigh- 
borhood relations. 
"When we moved in a lot of 
people said, 'Oh no, a fraternity' 
ana expected a lot of problems, 
but we've made donations to the 
senior citizens center, cleaned 
up the neighborhood on Sunday 
mornings and we've received a 
lot of letters saying they're glad 
we're here." 
THE FALCONS PLAY AT HOMK THIS WEEK 
SO MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW! 
WEDNESDAY 
BGSU vs. CENTRAL 
WOMEN 5:30 
MEN 8:00 
SATURDAY 
BGSU vs. EASTERN 
WOMEN 5:30 
MEN 8:00 
AT "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS" 
BGSU 
vs. 
j,  FERRIS STATE 
FRIDAY 7:30 
SATURDAY 7:30 
"THE ROAD TO THE JOE FOR THE TITLE" 
TICKETS ARE NOW OI\ SALE! 
Take Off with 
MHRDI GRnS '88 
The Musicals Come 
to Bowling Green! 
7pm-midnight University Union 
Saturday February 13,1988 
* Come see "Annie" in the maze! 
* Dance to 50-80's music in the nest "Grease" with Danny Welch 
and his weekend orchestra 
* Relax to Jazz in the Cabaret Room 
* Enjoy mocktails & sweet in a South Pacific setting! 
Start the winter Olympics off with us in the 
Sound off Music Room! 
* Finally re-live the Wizard off Oz   • N 
with Dorothy, the Scarecrow, \W^     /' 
Toto and all her friends. »^       •' , 
That's Saturday, February 13, 1988. 
Celebrate Valentine's Day with that 
special one at Mardi Gras!! 
eaani /^ a&Saae 
Back by popular demand! 
Last visit this season 
February 1-5 9-4 p.m. 
In the Union Lobby 
ANNETTE   DEWAR 
formerly of THE ARRANGEMENT 
will now be able to serve you at the 
HAIR GALLERY 
with the same High Quality but at 
LOWER PRICES 
the    HAIR GALLERY   is located at 
143 E. Woosier - Rear Entrance 
Phone 352-HAIR 
Haircut 
Children's 
Shampoo 
Blow Dry 
Curling Iron 
Hot Rollers 
Manicure 
10.50 
7.50 
1.00 
2.50 
2.50 
3.00 
8.50 
Perm(doesn'f include cut) 38.50 
Facial Waxing     5.00 & up 
Shampoo & Set 
Color - Tint 
Highlighting 
Luminizing 
Cellophanes 
Partial Perms 
Sculptured Nails 
8.00 
20.00 
30.00 
15.00 
20.00 
1.50/rod 
30.00 
PERM SPECIAL *30.QQ without haircut 
IIIIIIIMIllIIIIIIIIIIIIJLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII tetertlfeBg ~ ExpireLFeb._29j| 1 5) 
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leers denied chance for fourth place 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
CHICAGO - In a town which boasts 
the Sears Tower and John Hancock 
Building, Bowling Green's hockey team 
rose to new heights with a season-high, 
five-game win streak after a 5-4 victory 
Friday. 
But in the "Windy 
City," the University 
of Illinois-Chicago 
proved you can 
knock'em down as 
fast as fast you can 
build'em up by re- 
bounding to defeat 
BG, 6-4, Saturday. 
BG tailed to gain 
ground in the Central 
Collegiate   Hockey 
[HI 
i 
York 
Association and remains in fifth place. 
The Falcons post a 17-10-2 overall re- 
cord and are 12-10-2 in the CCHA. 
Third-place Michigan gained four 
points in a sweep of second-place Mi- 
chigan State, giving them 30 points, 
while fourth-place Western Michigan 
managed to tie first-place Lake Supe- 
rior twice for 27 points. BG remains one 
point behind WMU with 26 points. 
Saturday's game was characterized 
by an on again-off again Falcon 
offensive attack which lacked the abil- 
ity to convert the power play while in 
striking range during the third period. 
Throw in a stingy defensive perform- 
ance and decent goaltending and you 
have the makings of a UIC victory. 
BG had the momentum early in the 
first period as they worked the puck 
well in the Flames zone. But the Fal- 
cons were unable to capitalize as the 
UIC defense pinched in and guarded the 
area in front of goalie Brad Ryan. This 
left the Falcons with only chances from 
long range, which Ryan steered away 
easily. 
"Early on in the game, I thought they 
(the defense) cleared the pucks out and 
let Brad (Ryan) see a lot of pucks," UIC 
head coach Val Belmonte said. "Espe- 
cially coming from the point down, BG 
had some good opportunities from the 
blue line, then all the sudden they 
cleared out and let Brad have a good 
view of the shots." Falcon sophomore 
Joe Quinn opened the scoring as he 
made the most of the situation in front 
of Ryan. When Quinn couldn't find 
anyone open in front of the net, he took 
the puck from behind the UIC net and 
wheeled around to tuck the puck inside 
the near post before Ryan could react. 
After Quinn's tally, UIC gained mo- 
mentum and scored at 7:17 to tie the 
game as Dan Perry tipped in Darin 
Banister's shot from the right point. 
Kurt Kabat added a goal with just : 30 
seconds remaining in the opening 
stanza to give the Flames a 2-1 lead. 
In the second period, the teams 
traded power-play goals as Sheldon 
Gorski scored at 5:50 for the Flames 
and Don Barber tallied for the Falcons 
at6:50. 
With the Flames leading 3-2, the 
period was overshadowed by rough 
Clay and penalties as the teams started 
i lose their composure. Of the 13 penal- 
ties called in the period, seven were 
called for using the stick for reasons 
aside from scoring. There was cross- 
checking, slashing, high-sticking, and 
even a game misconduct for spearing 
issued to UIC's Henry Reimer. 
"For a stretch in the second period, I 
thought we lost our discipline and 
poise," BG head coach Jerry York said. 
"Both teams were kind of whacking 
each other, and it kind of got to be a 
choppy, high-sticking game, and that's 
certainly not good for us. During our 
winning stretch, we never got involved 
like that." 
In the latter half of the period, Gorski 
notched his second goal and Todd Beyer 
also tallied for the Flames before Greg 
Parks could answer on the power play 
at 16:56. 
With UIC leading 5-3, BG had three 
power play opportunites in the first half 
of the final stanza but failed to convert. 
"They have a good power play and 
you have to respect that," Belmonte 
QSeeIcerSplit,pagell. 
Flashes 
edge 
cagers 
Kent State's Stacy Williams 
nailed a 20-footer with five sec- 
onds left to give the Golden Fla- 
shes a 74-72 win over Bowling 
Green, Saturday in Kent. 
BG's Billy Johnson had tied 
the score with 20 seconds re- 
maining on a 10-footer inside the 
lane. But Williams, a sopho- 
more, iced the game on a shot 
designed to come from another 
Golden Flash. After repeatedly 
failing to find an open team- 
mate, Williams declined to pass 
the ball and let loose with his 
game-winning shot. 
The basket ended the Falcons' 
bid to win their first road game 
of the season. BG now rests in 
eighth place in the Mid- 
American Conference with a 2-5 
mark (7-11 overall). KSU jum- 
ped to a third-place tie with Ohio 
University at 4-3 (8-10 overall). 
The loss was especially tough 
for the Falcons who rallied twice 
from late deficits. BG trailed 
54-41 with 11:26 left in the game 
and again found themselves 
down, 66-57, with 3:11 remain- 
ing. 
But Anthony Robinson and 
Steve Martenet, the Falcons' 
leading scorers with 22 and 21 
points, respectively, paced both 
comebacks. Joe Gregory added 
to the fight by hitting a crucial 
three-pointer late in the game. 
After Kent's Jim Mangapora 
hit two free throws to put KSU 
ahead 72-68, BG's Lamon Pippin 
layed a basket in to bring BG 
within two. Reggie Adams then 
missed the front end of a one- 
and-one free throw enabling 
BG's Johnson to tie the game, 
72-72. 
Mangapora led the Flashes 
with 20 points while three others 
finished with 14 points for KSU. 
Second-place Central Michi- 
gan invades Anderson Arena 
tomorrow at 8 p.m. 
Records fall 
in shoot-out 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant sports editor 
KENT - Scoring, scoring and 
more scoring broke record after 
record after record, Saturday. 
That sums up Bowling Green's 
109-96 rout of host Kent State, 
when the two teams combined to 
set or tie eight 
records. 
"I   wouldn't 
have   guessed 
we'd  have   a 
score   like 
this," BG head 
coach   Fran 
VoU  said.   "I 
really expect- 
ed   a   close, 
tough   game,  Bonner 
especially on the road in the 
MAC. I really thought we'd have 
a lower-scoring game." 
The Falcons broke the school 
record for points in one game. 
shattering the old mark of 98, 
and erased the Mid-American 
Conference records for most 
points in both a MAC game and 
any game regarding a confer- 
ence team. 
BG (13-4 overall, 6-1 in the 
MAC) set a new school and con- 
ference mark for field goals with 
44 and tied the school record for 
points allowed. 
The two squads combined to 
set standards for most points by 
two teams in a MAC game and 
any game featuring a MAC 
team. 
"I figured the game would be 
played somewhere in the 70's," 
said Golden Flashes head coach 
Richard Keast, whose team is 
5-12, 2-5. "But it didn't turn out 
that way." 
Coupled with Central Michi- 
gan's 71-60 loss to Ohio Universi- 
ty, BG is tied for first place in 
the MAC with the Chippewas. □ See Shoot-out, page 10. 
Bench key to rout 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant sports editor 
Photo/Mike Nemeth 
Bowling Greens Anthony Robinson (in background) grapples for a loose ball with Kent State's Reggie Adams 
while Falcon Sieve Martenet defends. The Flashes downed BG, 74-72 Saturday, dropping the Falcons Into 
eighth place with a 2-5 record. 
KENT - Any coach will say the bench is an important key for any 
team. 
It couldn't have been more true in Bowling Green's 109-96 rout of 
Kent State, Saturday. 
Of the 109 points BG scored, 43 were scored by the bench, led by 
senior center Dawn Eastman and freshman forward Heather Fin- 
frock with 12 each. 
"Some of our (reserve) kids have got to get the chance to play," 
BG head coach Fran VoU said. "It's tough to do that because we 
don't usually have this opportunity. We seemed to get a contribution 
from everyone who came off the bench.'' 
The resurgent bench seems to have been stirred by the insertion of 
freshman Traci Gorman into the off-guard spot instead of senior 
Chris Mossing. The move came after the Falcons lost at home to 
Western Michigan two weeks ago, their first Mid-American Confer- 
ence loss in over two years. 
Since then the bench has responded with 30 points in a 91-61 win 
See BG Bench, page 10. 
Tumblers split; tally 
season-high, 171.6 
by Don Hensley 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's gymnasts went to Michigan State last 
weekend looking to improve their scoring. They came back 
with their highest score of the vear. 
The Falcons, led by the freshmen combination of Meg Griffin 
and Kim Crawford, are now 2-1 in the Mid-American Confer- 
ence. 
"Kim has gotten better and better and has really proven her 
value to the team," coach Charles Simpson said. "Meg, on the 
other hand, has been one of our most consistent performers 
even though she has yet to come up with her best perform- 
ance." 
Crawford and Griffin both proved their value, Sunday, pac- 
ing the Falcons in nearly every individual category. BG fin- 
ished the meet in second place with a score of 171.6,11.8 points 
behind non-conference winner, Michigan State. However, the 
tumblers did defeat the MAC'S Ball State (170.45) for the sec- 
ond-straight week. 
Although BG's 171.6 points was a season best, the team began 
poorly on the uneven bars. They finished the first event with a 
score of 39.65 — about two points lower than expected. 
The floor exercise was again the area of excellence for the 
Falcons. Griffin and Crawford led the way with a 9.1 and a 9.0, 
respectively. The tumblers also looked impressive on the vault 
where junior captain Kim Trost recorded a season-best score 
of 9.0. Griff in aided the cause by scoring an 8.9. 
Trost and Crawford led the scoring on the balance beam, re- 
cording scores of 8.9. Griffin finishedf ourth in the meet with an 
all-around score of 34.95, Trost fifth with a 34.45, and Crawford 
sixth with a 34.4. 
Griffin and Crawford agreed the competition level helped 
their performances and added they must continue to improve 
on the bars, not only individually, but as a team. 
"I was happy with the way we came back after our slow 
start," said Griffin. "We are doing well in all areas except the 
bars. This is the area which we need to work on the most. 
The Falcons will continue to work on the bars this week in 
hope of improving before they travel to Ypsilanti, Mich, to face 
Eastern Michigan. 
Tankers fall prey to Skins again 
by Mark Hunlebrinker 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's swim teams traveled to 
Miami last weekend in search of revenge, 
but came away empty handed. 
The men were defeated 115-103 in a hard 
fought meet, while the women were drow- 
ned, 127-89..Both teams had hoped to return 
the favor the Redskins handed BG last year 
at Cooper Pool when MU defeated the Fal- 
cons in the last event of the meet. 
History did repeat itself as the men's 
squads did go down to the last event of the 
meet — the 400-yard freestyle relay. But 
MU's time of 3:12.33 clinched the meet once 
again. The men swam well despite being 
underdogs and swimming in front of a loud 
crowd, according to coach Jim Gordon. 
"It was very pleasing to see us swim that 
well against a team the caliber of Miami," 
said Gordon. "The frustrating point is that 
we lost 10 points in close finishes. 
Leading the Falcon effort was diver Mike 
Poindexter's first-place finish on the one 
and three-meter boards. Fellow sopho- 
mores Rich Foster and Tom Solomon also 
turned in clutch performances with Foster 
winning the 100- and 200-freestyle events and 
Solomon the 200-breastroke. Junior Tim 
Wagner also turned in a top finish in the 
200-backstroke. 
While the men rose to the occasion, the 
confidence the women displayed in last 
week's big win against Michigan State, tur- 
ned to apprehension. 
"The bad news is we lost the meet, the 
good news is we can't swim much worse 
than we did," said Gordon. "I think the 
crowd kind of intimidated us. I hope we can 
Set that kind of crowd here this week against 
hio University." 
Shari Williams stayed among the top 
women's free-styler's in the MAC, inning the 
50- and 100-freestyle events. Diver Mary 
Pfeiffer continued her solid season on the 
boards, capturing first at both one- and 
three-meters. Sophomore Stacy Isles won 
the 200-breastroke with a season-best time, 
while junior Andrea Szekely earned first- 
place honors in the 200-f reestyle. 
"The women just have to get last week out 
of their minds and concentrate on this 
week," said Gordon. 
The tankers travel to Xavier, Friday, be- 
fore coming home to host OU in a crucial 
MAC dual meet Saturday at 12 p.m. 
Cavs break .500 with victory 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - 
Islah Thomas felt like a traitor. 
"Everybody else did his 
part. I just didn't hold up my 
part of the bargain," Detroit's 
All-Star guard said after mak- 
ing only four of 18 field goal at- 
tempts in the Pistons' 94* 
NBA loss to the Cleveland Ca- 
valiers. 
Thomas, held to nine points 
after reaching double figures 
in his previous 15 games, said 
his shot selection was fine but 
his marksmanship was awful. 
"I bad some very makeable 
shots," said Thomas, who 
averages 18.4 points a game. 
"Tonight, I wasn't the best 
guard in the league. I might as 
well have been a guy in the 
CBA (Continental Basketball 
Association) the way I shot the 
ball." 
The Pistons' 83 points rep- 
resented the fewest this season 
against the Cavaliers, who 
four-game winning streak is 
their longest of the season and 
put them over .500 for the first 
time since they won their first 
game this year. Cleveland's 
22-21 record is its best at this 
stage in 18 years. Detroit, 
which shot just 38 percent, has 
lost its last four road games. 
Cavaliers guard Mark Price, 
who guarded Thomas, scored 
20 points, 10 in the fourth quar- 
ter. Ron Harper led Cleveland 
with 23 points and John Wil- 
liams had 20 points and 15 re- 
bounds. Price made six of 
Cleveland's 11 free throws in 
the closing minutes. 
"Obviously, you can't shut a 
guy like fsiah down com- 
pletely," Price said. "You only 
try to contain him and hope to 
get some help from your 
teammates." 
The Cavaliers' final 11 points 
CUM from the free-throw line. 
"That's the best defense I've 
seen the Cavs play since I've 
been here," Detroit Coach 
Chuck Daly said. "They chal- 
lenged every shot in the lane. 
They made us eam everything 
wegoL" 
Cleveland went ahead for 
good 31-30 on Dell Curry's 
18-footer with 8:10 to go in the 
second quarter. The Pistons 
got the lft-point deficit down to 
83-79 when Thomas hit a short 
jumper with 3:34 to go. But 
Brad Daugherty made the sec- 
ond of two free throws one sec- 
ond later to start a string of 
five straight Cleveland points. 
Adrian Dantley led Detroit 
with 20points and Rick Mahorn 
scored 15. 
I 
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Shoot-out  
D Continued from page 9. 
The biggest factor in the game was BG's 56-33 dominance on the 
boards. The smaller Falcons used the advantage to fastbreak past 
the slower Flashes, especially in the second half. 
Point guard Paulette Backstrom and forward Megan McGuire 
paced the fastbreak for most of the game, passing out seven and four 
assists, respectively. 
"We knew we could get down the court on them because they were 
kind of a slow team," McGuire said. "We took advantage of it as fast 
as we could." 
Center Angie Bonner, named the MAC player of the week yester- 
day, paced tSe squad with a career-high 23 points and 11 rebounds. 
McGuire tied her career-high with 18 points and pulled down nine 
rebounds. 
Backstrom scored 14 points, while Dawn Eastman and Heather 
Finfrock scored 12 points off of the bench. 
Entering the second half with the score 49-38, BG seemed to have 
the game in hand. But after forward Jackie Motycka picked up her 
fourth foul at the 19:38 mark, the Falcons appeared to be in trouble. 
"That's what we wanted to do - get Motycka out of the ball game," 
Keast said. "We went at her offensively, and it worked. We knew 
that if we could get her out of the ball game, and get some consistent 
play off the bench, we would be alright. 
"But we then hit a lull where we made several turnovers in a row 
and they took advantage of it." 
After Motycka departed, BG went on a 13-6 over the next two and a 
half minutes to up the lead to 64-44. Bonner scored five points in the 
run, while Backstrom and Eastman netted four each. 
KSU was plagued by foul trouble, as well. Forwards Linda Banks 
and Dawn Hosinski had three fouls in the first half, and Banks 
picked up her fourth and fifth in the first eight minutes of the second. 
When Banks was playing with four fouls, the Falcons increased 
their lead to 82-57. Bonner scored eight points, while Eastman scored 
six in the span. 
"Our team usually has a hard time playing at Kent," Eastman 
said. "But this year we kept it together. Everyone did a good job." 
For the game BG shoot 54.3 percent, while KSU was at 42.4. Guard 
Jennifer Grandstaff and center Mary Bukovac paced the Flashes 
with 27 and 25 points, respectively. 
Bukovac grabbed nine rebounds to lead the squad. 
f      Mark's 
Large 2-item pizza 
for $5.95 
■ FREE DELIVERY        352-3551 
\ 
I ■ 
I 
I 
I BG News/Paul Vernon 
Bowling Green sophomore John Green returns a volley during a 
match held in Toledo. Saturday. Green, the Falcons third-singles 
player, lost in three sets, 3-6, 6-3.2-6. 
CSU steals win 
CLEVELAND (AP) — Eric Mudd scored 27 points and Kenny 
Robertson provided three steals in the closing minutes as Cleveland 
State defeated Wisconsin-Green Bay 74-68 on yesterday to capture a 
share of the conference lead in the Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities. 
Cleveland State improved its season record to 14-4 while advanc- 
ing to 5-1 in the conference. The Phoenix of Wisconsin-Green Bay, 
which entered the game leading the AMCU, dropped to 14-5 on the 
season and 5-1 in the conference. 
The Vikings never trailed in the game, and the only tie came at 
63-63 when Mike Connor connected on a short jumper for the Phoenix 
with 3:33 remaining. 
Robertson, who had four steals in the game, came up with three 
steals in the final three minutes. All three steals resulted in baskets. 
Ken McFadden had 24 points for the Vikings. 
BG Bench. 
Do you want to travel throughout Europe? 
and also 
Earn six hours toward your degree! 
BGSU's Fantastic Summer Program in 
France may be just right for you. 
D Continued from page 9. 
over Loyola, and 22 points in a 
80-64 win over Ohio University. 
Voll said he has been pleased 
with the play of Mossing since 
sitting her. She has scored 17 
points and handed out six assists 
In 54 total minutes for three 
games. She did not score against 
the Golden Flashes. 
"Chris Mossing did a great job 
coming off the bench," Voll said. 
"I think the move with Traci 
starting has helped our team. I 
think it's doing something to 
give us a little more balance, 
and make a little more depth on 
the bench." 
Mossing said it doesn't matter 
how much she scores off the 
bench, as long as she makes 
some contribution. 
"I'm not offensive-minded. I'd 
rather pass the ball." she said. 
"I concentrate mainly on my de- 
fense, and just try to get the ball 
to the team's scorers." 
Eastman has been contribut- 
ing in many ways. Against KSU, 
she played one of her best all- 
around games of the season. 
Aside from her 12 points, she 
contributed five rebounds, two 
assists and three steals. 
Ten of her points came at a 
crucial point in the second half. 
Falcon   forward   Jackie   Mo- 
Scka, the 1987 MAC player of 
e year, was called for her 
fourth foul at the 19:38 mark. 
Voll inserted Eastman into the 
line-up   and  in the   next  six 
minutes she came through with 
two rebounds and an assist, in 
addition to the 10 points. 
"The last few games I've been 
Elaying good," Eastman said. "I 
new I had to get in there and 
play well." 
Finfrock has made solid con- 
tributions also. She has scored 
22 points in the three games, and 
is seeing more and more playing 
tune. 
She added three rebounds and 
two assists in the KSU game. 
She is shooting 50 percent from 
the floor for the season. 
"Playing against Jackie in 
practice makes everything a lot 
easier because she's an All- 
American. I look at that as kind 
of a challenge in practice," Fin- 
frock said. "It prepares me for 
anybody I play against in a 
game. 
"I feel I've been playing solid 
and I'm getting confident. 
Golden Flashes' head coach 
Richard Keast said the depth of 
the Falcon's bench was one of 
the keys to the romp. 
"Fran did an excellent job of 
using his bench," Keast said. 
"Their bench is really what con- 
tributed to our downfall because 
they're pretty deep. He can take 
a kid out and put a kid in off his 
bench and he doesn't lose any- 
thing." 
Also scoring off the BG bench 
was Jo Motter and Tecca 
Thompson with six points each, 
Erin vick with four and Wendi 
Huntley with three. 
You are invited to an open informational meeting on Tuesday, 
February 9th at 9:00pm a\ the FRENCH HOUSE on Sorority Row. 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN 
Classes in English - all majors welcome. 
For further information, please contact: 
Dr. Charles Chittle 
312 Business Administration 
Department of Economics 
372-8180 or 372-2646 or 352-6012 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Proudly Announces 
Our New Initiates 
Shari Benner 
Annette Blake 
Betsy Broski 
Ellen Counts 
Wendy Elkins 
Kristi Fea 
Liz Fergusson 
Mari George 
Michelle Hoffee 
Bethellen Kihlstrom 
Deb Klein 
Debbie Larr 
Jennifer Mahon 
Gina Main 
Erica My res 
Andrea Patti 
Joan Peters 
Lori Sangueldolce 
Amy Schlaegelter 
Erika Shemberg 
Lori Shollenberger 
Gretchen Smith 
Kelly Strong 
Sue Swade 
Stacey Thomas 
Dawn Wilt 
Jeni Winstel 
Shelley Winter 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Get Involved in one of Our 13 Committees: 
' Administrative 
* Campus Films 
* Contemporary Issues 
* Exhibits 
* Games 
* Mini Courses 
Outdoor Recreation 
Performing Arts 
Public Relations 
Publications 
Publicity 
Spotlight Entertainment 
Travel 
Be Part of Mardi Gras - The Event of the Season! 
Have Fun, Make Friends, Gain Valuable Skills, 
GET TO KNOW YOUR CAMPUS! 
For More Infromation Call 372-2343 
or stop by the UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union 
In Celebration of You  
Amy Bestwick Gina Boyazis 
Kristen Brink Amy Brucker 
Annette Collejo       Cristi Carlson 
Troci Carmigiano      Crin Crowe 
■Kim C-pstein   Julie Cvons 
Michele Grant Missy Greene 
Patty Hamant 
Jill Hansen 
rRenee Hein Magda Hrabowi, 
'Lori Marini Jackie Muroco^ 
Amu Nelson    Sheri Newland 
Traci Newman   Lisa Pauley 
Pomelo Pinchot Sherri Romanski 
Stephanie Rowe    Cdith Ruf 
Jennifer Salchow   Laura Schneider 
Kim Southward     Julie Vernors 
Betsy Vogel   Heather UJatkins 
Phi Mu Initiates 
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Broncos pondering changes 
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Still at a loss to explain 
their second-quarter collapse in the Super 
Bowl, the Denver Broncos pondered what might 
have been. 
Shortly before the team boarded a return 
flight to Denver yesterday, Coach Dan Reeves 
said the evaluation process will begin in orep- 
aration for the 1988 season. 
"We need to evaluate everything," Reeves 
said in the wake of Sunday's 42-10 loss to Wash- 
ington. "We'll make whatever moves it takes to 
make us a better team. 
"There's a difference between success and 
excellence, and we're not ready for excellence. 
But we didn't all of a sudden become a bad 
team, either. 
"I don't think we need to make wholesale 
changes. We'll look in various areas of our per- 
sonnel, but we'll also look at our coaching. 
When you get beat that badly, it's not just the 
fault of the players. We got outplayed and we 
got outcoached." 
In particular, Reeves said his defense needed 
a hard look. The Broncos gave up 39 points in 
last year's Super Bowl, losing to the New York 
Giants 39-20. 
"We've got to do something," he said. "You'- 
re not going to win many world championships 
giving up 40 points a game." 
Asked about suggestions the Broncos needed 
bigger players up tront on defense, Reeves said, 
"Irs nice to have big guys, but you've got to 
cover people in the secondary, too. We didn't 
make any plays. They had four long scoring 
plays against us." 
Icer Split  
D Continued from page 9. 
said. "I think that frustrated 
them a little bit, and the longer 
we were killing, the more tired 
and frustrated they were gel- 
ting. I think it worked to our ad- 
vantage." 
After Barber scored his sec- 
ond goal of the game at 13:58 to 
bring BG within a goal, 5-4, 
Beyer answered to close the 
scoring and give UIC a 6-4 vic- 
tory. 
We had a chance to win it; 
we got it to 5-4," York said. "We 
had that four-on-three, and we just couldn't get it home." 
While Saturday's game was of 
the rough and tumble variety for 
the Falcons, Friday was a low- 
penalty affair determined by the 
team making the most of its 
chances. 
After one period, the Flames 
led 3-1 on goals by Trent Rees, 
Gorski and Rabat, while Brent 
Regan had BG's lone tally. 
In the second period, the Fal- 
cons scored two unanswered 
goals to tie the game as Brian 
Meharry scored his 18th on the 
power play and Pierrick Maia 
added his fourth. 
The game came down to final 
twenty minutes as Parks and 
Barber connected twice to steal 
the victory. Barber set up Parks 
to the right of Ryan just :49 into 
the thirdperiod for a 4-3 lead. 
Barry Mckinlay ripped a blaz- 
ing slapshot by BG goalie Paul 
Connell to tie the score, 4-4 
CABINET POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE: 
NATIONAL, STATE AND COMMUNITY 
AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR 
APPLY AT 405 STUDENT 
SERVICES OR CALL 2-1437 
BY FEBRUARY 3 AT 5:00 PM 
In the game the Falcons out- 
shot the Flames 30-29, and the 
one shot made the difference as 
Parks scored the game-winner 
at 9:30. 
Parks carried the puck from 
inside his own zone to the UIC 
blue-line. When he was crossed 
the line, he was skating to the 
right of the Flames zone and he 
dumped in a weak shot puck 
back toward the left. Ryan was 
moving left as Parks moved and 
couldnit stop it. The puck hit in- 
side the left post and trickled in. 
The goal gave the Falcons a 5-4 
win. 
"I don't know about that one," 
Parks said. "I guess I had him 
going the other way. I'm sur- 
prised it didn't hit the ice before 
it got there." 
♦♦♦ 
Tuesday is Ladies' Night 
DOORS OPEN     SHOWTIME        ADMISSION 
7:30 8:00 $2.00 
MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE 
* featuring * 
Battle of Burlesque 
Thursday - College I.D. Night 
* Reduced cover with valid I.D. 
THE FUN PUCE TO BE! 
Classifieds 
Southwest 
General Hospital 
cordially invites you to attend an 
Open House 
[for Graduate and Registered Nurse* 
Sunday, February 21. 1988 
Dewitt Auditorium 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
RSVP:   laverne Hummel 
Personnel Deportment 
Coll collect 
(216) 826-8026 
Southwest General  Hospital 
18697 €. Bagley flood 
Middleburg Heights. Ohio   44130 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
' Recreation Mafors Association'' 
Welcome Back"' 
Next meeting Tonight at 6.00 
Tail Room (Union 2nd Floor) 
•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS' 
O.S.E.A. MEETING 
TUES.. FEB. 2 
1:00 PM 115 EDUCATION 
AMA 
Freshman Orientation 
1 Membership Drive 
Jan 25th - 29th Feb  1 st - 5th 
9 3 MSC 1 BA Lobbies 
Association lor Career Women 
You don't want to mas this meeting! 
Wed Feb 3 at 6 00 PM Meet m 360 Student 
Services Bldg   where Joan Tussing wJ be 
speaking and giving a tour ot the Placement Of- 
fice 
ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO 
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EOCI 
351. 352. 353. 355. 356) MUST APPLV FOR 
METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE 
ENROLLMENTi Deadline to apply lor Fall OR 
Summer, 1988 Ele Ed Methods: Wednesday. 
Feb 10-5:00 pm Application lorms available 
in 529 Ed Bldg 
BGPflO 
Re organizational Meeting 
Tues Feb 2 8 00 
107 Hanna 
Campaign Start. Ohioans lor HAIG Help the 
Cause Volunteer now' I 800-533 HAIG 
Caribbean Association presents a Reggae 
Tribute to Bob Marley with Chicago's Safari on 
Saturday. Feb 6, 9 p.m. N E. Commons 
Assisted by ECAP. BSU. APA. TWGA WSA. 
PSO and Ethnic Studies (Oneness. Peace and 
Love) 
FALCON WHEELERS BIKE CLUB 
When?-8.30 PM, Feb. 3rd 
Where?-BA Bldg. Room 112 
Quest Speakerl-Brlng e Friend! 354-4614 
LOST- A PAIR OF WIRE FRAMED GLASSES IN 
A MAROON CASE-AROUND 7TH STREET 
AND THE PIKE HOUSE ANY INFO CALL 
353-3241 
RIDES 
Rtde needed to the Ann Arbor or Lansing area 
Valentines weekend or any weekend Will pay 
gas or whatever rt coats Please call Jim at 
372-1548 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Abortion, morning after treatment 
Proud to be pro-choice 
Center lor Choice II, Toledo.O 255 7769 
AttentKMi All Motors 
The Advertising Club is having their next 
meeting Wed Feb 3rd at 7 30 mine Communi- 
ty Surte, Union It you have any Interest m any 
aspect ol advertising, we hope to see you 
there I 
ATTENTION RACQUETBALLERSM 
Tonight begins the first meeting lor the BGSU 
Racquetball Dub Members and nonmembers 
welcome Tonights Informational Meeting will 
begin at 8 45 in the Student Rec Center Ar- 
chery Room It you have any questions or con- 
cems about missing the meeting Can Dave at 
2-4153 
FRIDAY NIQHT SHABBAT SERVICE 
sponsored by 
The Jewish Student '• Group 
February 5 at 6.00 In 
the Faculty Lounge ol the 
Union For more info cal 
3548420 
BQSU STUDENTS-DO YOU NEED MONEY? 
5-25 Scholarship Sources, matched with 
YOUR unique qualifications Save time 
and money. 1st 200 BGSU stodents who 
apply quafcfy lor $10 oft our $35 fee 
Write today lor application 
SCHOLARSHIP RESOURCES. PO Box 588 
Sowing Green, OH 43402 
ATTENTION EIQ MEMBERS 
instead ot our regular meeting this Wednesday. 
February 3, we wl be going to the Sierra Club 
meeting in Toledo Meet between 6-8 15 in 
127 Hayes if you would Ike to go Any Ques- 
tions, call Rich or Kim 
ATTENTION STUDENTS. THE YOUNG. EX- 
ECUTIVE CLUB INVITES YOU TO ATTEND 
OUR ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING THIS 
THURSDAY, 2-4-88 AT 7:30 PM IN BA 102. 
FEATURED SPEAKER WILL BE BRAD 
MANKIN, ASST. DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT. 
LEARN TO BECOME A PROFESSIONAL 
BEFORE GRADUATION. NEED MORE INFO? 
CALL 372-2173 
ONE MONTH OF 
UNLIMITED 
JAZZERCISE FOR $20 
This coupon entitles you 10 one 
month of unlimited Jazzercise for 
$20.  Offer for new students at 
partitipaling franchises only.  Not 
good with any other offer. 
MON - THUR 5:30 
MON, WED 7:00 
TUES - THURS 9:30 a.m. 
SHARON PAHL 352-7936 
LYNN MAZUR 354-0629 
Ise. 
INTERNATIONAL 8USINESS ASSOCIATION 
FORMAL MEETING 
WEDNESOAY FEB 3 7 30 PM 
SPEAKER     MRS     KIEL.    INTERNATIONAL 
DIVISION-OWENS CORNING 
International ReeaHone Organization 
Meeting wi be held on Tuesday Februeryy2nd 
at 7.30 PM In room 203 Hayes Hal 
OS.EA. 
Newsletter Committee Meeting 
Tues 7:30 PM Feb 2 
3SB Ed 
Progressive Student Organization (PSO) meets 
tonight 8 pm. UCF Center, 313 Thurstin. to 
feeciMS Issues affecting students and al others 
racism, sexism, divestment, apartheid, tuition 
increase, etc. Please jom us to effect change 
For more Do. cal 352-7534 or write PO. Box 
101, Campus 
SOLD 
Leadership-Learning 
Oevelopmen Workshop 
Topic  Leader ship 
Feb 3-7:00 PM 8 Feb  8 4 30 PM 
Contact 405 Student Services lor reservations 
SOLO 
Leadership-Learning 
Development Workshop Sanaa 
Slop by 405 Student Services lor more 
information and reservation materials 
There wit be a meeting lor the Women's 
Rugby Club on Wednesday. Feb 3 m Eppi S 
gym st 9 00 PM New members Interested n 
soccer or lootbal are encouraged to attend 
VALENTINES DAY GREETING CARDS 
Sponsored by the AMA 
$1 each or 4 lor $3 
Feb 2 Feb   12 betwn 8-3 
<i MSC and BA loobies 
Want to know more about DRY DOCK? Come to 
the meetings Tuesdays st 8 PM. 108 Hayes 
LOST S FOUND 
FOUND Man's watch near South Hal Identity 
the Article 338 South Hal 
EUROPE, 128.50 A DAY: Visit 7 countries by 
bus. camp at night Contact your travel agent or 
TRAOEWINO TRAVELLERS CLUB. (2121 
832-9072 
Typing a Word Processing 
AI paperworks Free SpeUcheck 
24 hr service Cal 352-1818 
"NEED A CARING RESPONSE 
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY? 
CALL 
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER 
AT 354 HOPE FOR 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING. 
INFORMATION AND SUPPOFIT 
We're here to help you through' 
PERSONALS 
UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN 
BG's most famous gathering place 
8lh Anniversary Party 
Saturday Feb. 13th 5:00 P.M. 
12.00 Admission Includes: 
FREE Oomlnos Plus 
FREE T-Shlrt lo the lust 1 SO 
Visors, Irlibees a drink specials 
FOR AIL 
GREAT 1G-TU POST GAME PARTYIII 
'Gamma Phi Beta-Gamma PTu Beta- 
Little Heather I Bend 
Congratulations on initiation1 
I'm so proud ot you' 
Love, and TTKE. Gina 
-Gamma Phi Beta'Gamma Phi Beta' 
5 
OVERWEIGHT 
PEOPLE 
NEEDED 
to participate in local weight loss program for 
advertising purposes Must be 25 pounds or 
more overweight 
Call 352 6975  
A to Z-We'l pack & ship 
UPS'Federal Express 
 I48S Mam 352-5042  
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications for the Administrative Stall 
Scholarship are available at al College Offices 
as wen as the Financial Aid Office Students in- 
terested must be m the lop 10% ol his-her col- 
lege, be active on campus and have 
demonstrated financial need Applications due 
February 11. 1988. to Financial Aid Office 
Alpha Delta Pi new initiates. 
We're proud ot you" 
I can't wait to see you at formal chapter' 
LaL. Caroline "Yes. my attendance time is dif- 
ferent from yours" 
AmiLeMaater 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   MISS 
BGSU TITLE". 
-The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Attention Students 
Don't miss the 6th Annual BGSU Leadership 
Conference on February 19-20. 1988 
Registration information avaaabie by calhng 
372-2151 Join ua m our QUEST FOR SUC- 
CESS"' 
Attention 
Al Strongsvile Music Grads Cantorum and Or- 
chestra Coming Soon 
Cal 2 1853 lor Into1 
BOWLING GREEN 8TH ANNUAL 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
QUEST FOR SUCCESS 
February 18-20. 1868 
For registration into cal 372-2151 
Congratulations to trie INNAME teams that plac- 
ed n regionalsl Second place went lo Anna Hat 
field, Rex Robmelte, and David Smith Trwd 
pace went to Krialy Scott, Dan Pharos, and Ann 
Rosignoio INAME is a Student Newspaper 
Advertising Competition and this years client 
was The Media-Advertising Partnership for a 
Drug-Free America The newspaper advertising 
campaigns were designed lo aid parents in 
educating and communicating with their 
children about the dangers of drug use. 
Good Luck in the Nationals' 
DAVE MARINIK 
HAPPY SIX-MONTH ANNIVERSARY" 
I LOVE YOU" 
cmoY 
Danta: 
Jeans-Skkts-Jackets 
HALF OFF ENTIRE STOCK I 
Powder Puff 525 Ridge 
Open Tuesday Evenings 
Expose yourself to e KEY senior portrait. 
Photographer is on campus now lor last ses- 
sion. Call 372-8086 today for your appoint- 
ment. 
FALCON WHEELERS BIKE CLUB 
When">-«:30 pm, Feb. 3rd 
Where?-BA Bdlg Room 112 
Guest Speakerl-Brlng A Frlendl 354-4614 
MEN OF BURLESQUE 
ALL MALE REVIEW 
leeturing 
DAVIO THE HUMAN VIBRATOR 
UPTOWN 6-10 PM 
12.00 Admission 
WEDNESDAY FEB. 10 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 
FIJI RUSH 
TONIGHT 
7:J0 
GOING ON A TRIP FOR 
SPRING BREAK '66?? 
""Daytona Beach-" 
'"Fort Lauderdale'" 
"'Bahamas'' 
' *' Elsewhere""' 
Before you sign that trip contract let Student 
Legal Services. Inc review that contract with 
you Another Service made available by your 
62 Legal Fee 
'KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SIGNING' 
Cal for an Appointment 
SLS 372-2951 
Hey Spot, are you going lo see Toto & Sandy at 
Mardi Gras? 7-12 Unrv Union Feb  13 
Hospitality Management Society 
General Assembly Meeting 
Feb 3. 1988. in the Ohio 
Suite. Union at 8 00 PM 
NMQ)* 
I hope you had a nice vacation' id you' 
Sherry 
How would you like to be 
PAID 
for tatting on the phone al day? 
CAMPUS FACT LINE 
a |ob you can't stop talking about' 
(employment detarts In tomorrow's paper) 
OFFENHAUER 
L.I.F.E. 
Living In a Fun Environment! 
PADDY Q MURPHY NIGHT 
FIND OUT WHAT ITS ALL ABOUT' 
SAE HOUSE, NEW FRATERNITY ROW 
DISCOVER THE PRIOE' 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
FLA 
TWO   GOOD   NAMES   FOR   ONE   GREAT 
FRATERNITY 
RUSH TONIGHT 
Phi Kappa Tau Presents 
UNCLE IGGIE S CIGAR NIGHT 
Come share a stogie over enlightening conver- 
sation with BG Personalty. Uncle Iggie. 
Festivities begm al 7.30. Tuesday at the Phi 
Tau house, located between Jerome Library 
and Rodgera Courtyard 
Uncle Iggie s Cigar Night only al 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
i Tribute ol Oneness. Peace and Love 
to Bob Marley with Satan from Chicago on 
Saturday, Feb 6. 9 PM, N E Commons Co- 
sponsored by ECAP. BSU. APA. TWGA. WSA. 
PSO and Ethnic Studies 
Uptown - Downtown 
Hermit Crab Races 
Every Tuesday 
Coma Join the Fun' 
•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS' 
O.S.E.A MEETING 
TUES.. FEB. 2 
1:00 PM 115 EDUCATION 
Do you want lo travel throughout Europe? 
and 
Earn six hours toward your degree' 
BGSU's fantastic Summer Program m 
France may be rue! nghl toi YOU 
Meet with tormer participants and 
students from Nantes. France during 
an open irm-rmtabortal meeting on 
Tuesday February 9th at 9 00 PM at the 
French House on Sorority Row 
Classes m English • Al majors welcome 
or contact 
Dr Charles CNttkt at 
372-8180. 372-2648 
INTERESTED IN WRITING? NEED TO BUILD A 
PORTFOLIO? JOIN THE FRIDAY MAGAZINE 
STAFF MEETINGS AT 7 30. WEST HALL 
COMMONS  2ND FLOOR  
JAMAICA-7 Ngts-Sprmg Break 
An. Hotel. More From S6B7 
Islands kill 1800-358-1136 
JAMAICA 7 Ngts Spring Break 
Air. Hotel. More From S597 
Islands Int'l 1 -800-356-1138 
JUDY LEESON 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY HONEY 
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH 
YOUR SMOKEY POKEY 
Kappas" 
We hope you're excited as 
Us. PI Phi's mat can't wait 
Monmouth Duo once again 
February 6. 1988"" 
Last session lev senior portraits Is NOW. Call 
6716816 today far your appointment. 
U Stephanie Clapper 
I'm so gjad you went active' 
I'm proud ol my M 
Thanks tor being you' 
LaL. Big Caroline 
Looking tor a relationship? 
Hare's the chance to establish the relation 
shlp of your lifetime with Someone who loves 
you more than you can Imagine! For more In- 
formation. |oln Active Christians Today 
tonight at 7:00 In the Alumni Room. 3rd floor. 
Student Union 
LYNN WOERTZ 
HAPPY   6IRTHDAYI   SORRY   THIS IS A BIT 
LATE. BL™ THAT'S THE BREAKS FOR HAV- 
ING YOUR B-OAV OVER THE WEEKEND! 
LOVEYA, 
KAY 
RUSH ZBT 
Powerhouse ol Excellence 
Sonror Phi Eta Sigma Members 
You may be ekotJie lor one ol nine $2000 
scholarships' If you plan lo enter graduate 
school m the Fat of 1988 Contact Mike 
Orabenstott at 3725528 or Usa Snoddy at 
353 9611. Deadline March 1 
Senior Portraits Now! 
Senior Portraits Now' 
Senior Portraits Now! 
SENIORS 
Don't forget lo give Senior Chalenge your ideas 
lor a ctaaa gift  See the besot in Friday's BG 
News and make it to the listed drop-boxes by 
Tuesday 5 PM Your input counts' 
Shannon. 
Congratulatlona on gong active" 
I'm very proud of you!' 
I Love You, 
Michael 
TAMPA. 7 Nights-Spring Break 
Air, Hotel. More From $403 
Islands mil 1-800-356-1138 
The Blue Light Special! 
Al you OUhead brothers and slaters 
The Btue Light Special is Coming Soon! 
The Blue Light Special! 
Undergraduate Student Government Cabinet 
Positions Available National. State and Com- 
munity Affairs OwoTrrvjIor. Minority Atttfra ana 
Human Relations Coordinator Ape*/ at 40S 
Student Services or cal USG 372-1431 by 
February 3rd at 5 00 PM 
cont. on page 12. 
12   February 2,1988 Classifieds 
cont. from page 11. 
Valentine's Day Package 
Sunday February 14 
Dtnnaf A Room for two 
Stinger's Cafe S 
Best Western Falcon Ptaza 
$47 per couple (Including tax) 
Remodeled room with red rose 
8 oz butt steak or 
New Zealand WNtefrjh 
Salad bar t dinner rol 
Baked potato or pasta 
Nonalcoholic beverage 
Bottle ol champagne 
Reservations 352-4974 
"How To Find Vour Own Coop Or Intern- 
ship' ■ workshop will be held In the Co-op Of- 
tic*. 238 Admin., at 3:00 PM on Tues.. Fab. 2, 
I ft. ^^ 
QUEST FOR SUCCESS 
Bowling Green 8th Annual 
Leadership Conference 
February 18-20. 1988 
For registration Into  cat 372-2151 
Valentines Cards 1 Grits 
Pteow Cases. Boxers 
Jeans N Things 631 Ridge 
MANAGEMENT CLUB MEETING 
•TONK3MT AT 7:30 PM. UNION  OHIO 
SUITE 
•QUEST SPEAKER: MR. NIEHOUS 
VICE PRESIDENT OF ST. VINCENT MED. 
CTH. 
•SUBJECT:    MR.    NIEHOUS'S    EXPERI- 
ENCE 
AS 
A HOSTAGE IN S. AMERICA AND HIS 
MQMT. 
EXPERIENCE AT OWENS-ILLINOIS 
•NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!!! 
VERA . Have a Great 
Sprout Day and always 
remember- '20 bucks is 20 bucks'" 
Love. Biff 
Want to know more about DRY DOCK'' Come to 
the meetings Tuesdays at 8 PM. 108 Hayes 
WELCOME TO THE NEW ACTIVE BROTHERS 
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON ALSO. CON 
GBATULATIONS TO THE NEW EXECUTIVE 
BOARD 
■THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
What 1961 musical featured the song The 
Jets are Going lo Rumble Tonight"' 
WANTED One roommate for remainder of Spr- 
ng Semester Close lo campus Call 352-3609 
WANTED: ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE 
IN TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS   CALL 364-2370 ANYTIME 
HELP WANTED 
200 Counselors a Instructors Needed! 
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Moun- 
tains. Northeastern Penn Lohlkan, PO BOX 
234BQ. Kenllworth, NJ 0703J (201-27S-0MJ. 
DfRECTORTECHNICAL INFORMATION 
ErMon Industrial Syslema Center, a nonprofit 
technical reaeavch and development corpora- 
tion, is seeking a highly motivated sell-starter to 
act as director for the Edison Technical Informa- 
tion System Thta kMMdual should be people 
oriented and possess the abtvty to gather, 
organize, and categorize technical information 
mto a computer databeee The position wet be 
sensitive to manufacturing, legal and economic 
issues Minimum education: Bachelor's Degree 
with 1*2 years' experience Please submit 
resume to Vice President-Technology. Edison 
Industrial Systems Center. 1700 N Westwod. 
Suite 2288. Toledo, Ohio 43807 
NANNIES needed lor summer & long-term 
posottons Travel opportunities Select client 
lamees Nannies of Cleveland 216 521 4650 
POSTAL JOBSi $20,064 Slarti 
Prepare Now' Clerks-Carriers' 
Cal for Guaranteed Exam 
Workshop (918) 944-4444 Ext 2 
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiseanes, Airlines a 
Amusement Parks NOW accepting applications 
for summer jobs internships and career posi- 
tions For information a application, write Na- 
tional Coeegiate Recrealon PO Box 8074 
Hilton Head Island. SO 29936 
Sitter for my 2 small children m my Perrysbbrg 
home 2 8 PM 4 days a week 874-8078 cal 9 
am - 1 pm only 
WARM. PATIENT. HAPPY FEMALE PERSON 
WANTED AS NANNY AUPAIR SEASONAL 
ANO-Ofl YEAR ROUND POSITION LIVE IN OR 
OUT DRIVER'S LICENSE REQUIRED CAR 
PROVIDED NO SMOKERS PLEASE FOR 
MORE INFORMATION. WRITE BOX 1045. 
WOODSTOCK. NEW YORK. 12498 
For Sale 1986 Honda EMe 250 CC Scooter 
$2200 Can 886-4511 Alter 5 30 or 
353-0816 
For Sale Living room aet, sola, 2 cnaJre. of* 
toman and end table Excelent condition $150 
or best offer Cad evenings alter 5 30 
352-1081 
la It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through 
the US governmenf Get the facts today! Cal 
1-312-742-1142 Ext  1794 
Trampoane-Ful size, above ground, good con- 
dition. 372-2034 
Assortment ol 
Apartments, Houses and Duplexes 
Available tor Summer I Fall 
CALL 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 or 352-0553 
FOR RENT 
1-2 BEDROOM APTS 
School Year, Year, Summer Leases Available 
S S V Rentals 352-7454 
FOR SALE 
WANTED 
2 non-smoking female roommates lor Fan 88 
and Spring 88 $394 a earn 777Manv#e Fury 
tumavhad 2 bdrm  1 12 bath cal 372-4139 
2 MtvOMlTY HOUSEBOYS 
Cal Lee after 8. 23494 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED OWN 
BEDROOM-FURNISHED Lg bedroomselec 
onry-approx S10 eech per mo Very Quiet. 3-4 
mxe from campus Non-smoker, non-partier 
prel grad  $162 50 nog  353 2271  
Rmte wanted to share apt with 2 females 
Own bdrm Unix May or August $125 Plus UN 
354-6915 
JOBS! JOBS' JOBS' 
tor 
FRESHMEN' FRESHMEN' FRESHMEN' 
and 
SOPHOMORES! SOPHOMORES' 
at 
CAMPUS FACT UNE 
(watch tomorrow's paper lor details) 
WANTED 
2 lemale roommates to sublease for summer 
Close lo campus, pool. AC*'rent negotiable 
($100amol Cal Angela or Sara at 354-5620 
Keyfcner Exp part-time position Design 4 typ- 
ing akias a plus Send resume to. P O Box 
9216 Toledo OH 43897 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
Above rrxmmum wage pay' Many positions 
available in the Bowling Green area If you are 
not afraid 10 work and want to earn good pay. 
then cal RENHILL TEMPORARIES 874-2203. 
J.C. 
iT      SPECIAL 
l*T25 
/   Beg 16" WITH 
I I 
I 
ANY ONfc iTEfn 
tuiiO Items ill ?5 each 
352-5166 
Free Delivery 
OPEN 4:00 P.M. 
lONE COUPON PER PIZZfi 
EXPlPES 2 ': 
I 
I 
\*i I 
I 
I 
"For Sale: Formal dresses-tea length and 
long-sizes 5*7. Excellent Condition- 
excellent prlcea. Call Lisa today at 
M4-27»1" 
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix Power steering, win- 
dows, brakes a locks AC New brakes & Sears 
battery S tires Very Clean Ask $600 Cal 
Steve at 354-1 764  
1981 Chevy Che volte Good Shape 
Reasonable Price Cal John 874-0162 days s 
353-006 nights 
Bargain Hunters-Variety ot ladies clolhes-sz 
1 -14. leans, skats, pumps, Also mans blazer- 
u 36 reg Al $10 and up 352-0653 
11 30-2 30  
BUNDY CORNET FOR SLAE, $200 EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION CALL TRACY 
372-3568 PRICE NEGOTIABLE 
COMMODORE 64 1984 MODEL FOR SALE 
TERMINAL AND DISK DRIVE $350 CONTACT 
TRACY AT 372 3566 
DORM-SIZE FRIDGE 
BRAND NEW' MUST SELL $55 CALL BRENT 
354-4614 OR FFEJ 354-4816 
1470-1490 Clough 
Large 2 bedroom furnished apis. 
FREE gas heat, water   A sewer 
Close-to-campus 
Private parking a laundry facilities 
Newlove Rentals 
352-5620 
328 S. Main 
2 bdrm  house lor rent 
Close lo campus. 249 Manvite. Immed occup 
(216)243-4305 eve 
2 BEDROOM APT FOR SUBLEASE IM- 
MEDIATELY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. BANKING 
J FAST FOOD CALL ADAM AT 354-0428 
309 High St. 
2 Bdrm. Furnished Apts. 
FREE das. Heet, Water, Sewer 
Private Parking and Laundry Facilities 
Close to Campus 
Newlove Rentals 
352-5820 
328 Main St. 
SPECIAL 
25 
•a^s^Reg. 13" WITH 
ANY ONE ITEm 
txtro Items 75' eocn 
I pas***' 
352-5166 
•       Free Delivery 
| OPEN 4:00 P M 
I ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPlPES 2-15 8P 
SPECIAL 
!*325 VeJ Reg  IO  WITH I 
ANY ONI ITEm 
Cxtro item> SO' each   ! 
r\       I 
352-5166 
FOR SALE 
LADIES DOLOMITE SKI BOOTS (brend new| 
Size 7 1-2 -8 $50 
352-8161 
801-803 Fifth St. 
Furnished 4 unfurnished 2 bdrm. apt. 
Free heat, water 8 sewer 
Private parking A laundry facilities 
9 112 month leases 
Newlove Rentala 
352-5620 
328 S. Main 
CAMPUS MANOH-2 bdrm turn apartment 
avaaable now Al mapr utihes paid $370 per 
month R E Managemenl-352 9302 
Furnished Efficiency Available Immediately 
lor sublease Location 215 E Poe Rd Apt 
57 Only $190 per mo. Utilities Included In 
quve at Oteenbrie/ Really. 224 E Wooatet 
Houses a Duplexes tor 88-89 School Year 
Steve Smith 352-8917 
Houses and Apartments 
Close to campus tor summer 1986 
8 88-89 school year  1-267-3341 
Large one bedroom apartment lor sublease 
Cal 353-51134 etter 7 PM  
Lg atudlo. $180 a mo Available IMMEDIATE 
LY' Convenient Downtown location Call 
352-2410 or 372 8262  
Muat subleaae 2 bedroom apartment lor 1968 
summer Cal 353-8711  
Now leasing For Summer and Fall 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT APTS 
Al Residents Recieve a Free Membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
352-9378  
PLUSH UPTOWN APARTMENT 
for aia^ama thia summer 
1. 2, 3. or 4 people lo live tins May-Aug Cal 
soon for summer rates 354-0598 
STOPI! DON'T SIQNIII 
Student Legal Services. Inc. w« review al 
leases and contracts lor you (BEFORE) you 
sign them 
•Know Fully What You Are Gelling into- • 
Cal for an Appointment Today 
SLS 372-2951 
Another Service made available by your $2.00 
Legal Fee. 
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
i efficxsnciea. conveniently 
located Al major utilities paid 
FURNISHED 2 BEDRM . 1 1-2 BATHS 
841 8th SI $373 per month 
I 
I I 
I I 
OPEN 4:00 PM 
| ONE COUPON PER PIZZR 
EXPOES 2-15- 
Free Delivery 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month 
leases signed by March 31 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
Office:  400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Hrs:Mon-Fri 9-7 
Sat. lO-4 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: 
RATES: 
PREPAYMENT: 
NOTICE: 
Two days poor fo publication. 4p.m 
' (The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays) 
peF ad are 65' per line.   $1.95 minimum. 
- 50' extra per ad for bold typ*. 
Approximately 35-45 spooes per Ime. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads 
V (8 line maximum)     $ 5.85 
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70 
s required for oil non-university 'dated businesses and individuals 
The BG News will not be responsible for error due >o illegibility or incomplete information.   Please come to 
"2U West Holl immediately if there is on error In your od.    The BG News will not be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
The BG News reserves 'he nghi to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising m The BG News 
The decision on whether to 'elease this information shall be made by the manogement of The BG News.   The 
purpose of fhis policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that moy be cruel or unnecessarily embar- 
rassing to individuals or organizations.   Cases of fraud con be prosecuted. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (PRINT)  
ADDRESS  
PHONE*. 
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please P^'NT your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish il lo appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo) 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear: 
 Campus 4 City Ivonts* 
Loaf and Pound 
.Hides 
. Services Offered 
. Personals 
.Wanted 
. Help Want ad 
.For Sale 
. For Hani 
. Valantlna 
• Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge) for on* day for o non-profir event or meeting only 
Dotes to appear. 
Total number of days to 
Mall to:   (On or Off-Campus Moil) 
The IO New* 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable lo The BC News) 
Phone:     372-2601 
Here they are again: 
W MM K-.IT v M rtvni-, ORCJIMUITJNI 
MINI-COURSES! 
Mixology 1 Mixology II WINE TASTING 
Feb. 16, 23,   Mar. 1,8, 15 Feb. 16, 23,   Mar. 1, 8, 15 Feb. 16, 23   Mar. 1, 8, 15 
Amani Room Amani Room Amani Room 
6-7 pm     $18.00 7:15-8:15 pm      $18.00 8:30-9:30 pm      $18.00 
min: 20    max: 40 min: 20     max: 40 min: 20     max: 40 
Teacher:  Mike Slemple Teacher:  Mike Stemple Teacher:  Mike Stemple 
Dascnptton: Designed lor students 
who have had Mixology I. 
Learn about wines 
around the world I 
YOU MUST BE 21 
I.D. required at sign up and at first class! 
Photography BIKE TIPS Car Maintenance 
Feb. 16, 23   Mar. 1,8, 15 Feb. 23     March 18 Feb. 16, 23   Mar. 1,8,15 
Capital Room, Union Faculty Lounge, Union 7-9 pm   $12.00 
6-7:30 pm (8:00) 7-9 pm  $10.00 min: 10    max: 15 
$25.00 min: 8   max: 15 min: 8      max. 15 Teacher:  Roger Bloomfield 
Teacher: Jeff Hall Teacher.  Dave Pickering 
CROSS SCHERENSCHNITTE 
£js3w   if" STITCH Scissor snipping 
keeteeft^   .dPK March 10 Feb. 18 
Il SB*      /^■Tttt'^HBH Capital Room, Union Capital Room, Union M)f /yTj H 7-9 pm    $6.50 7-9 pm     $7.50 
V ^^~^MU W' min: 5      max: 20 min: 5      max: 20 
Teacher: Kim Thomas Teacher:  Kim Thomas 
BASKETRY CROSS STITCH 
Feb. 25   March 3 
Capital Room, Union ON WASTE CANVAS 
7-9 pm $12.50 March 17th   Capital Room, Union 
min: 5      max: 16 7-9 pm     $10.50     min: 5     max: 20 
Teacher:  Kim Thomas Teacher:  Kim Thomas 
* Sign-ups begin Fob 2nd and end Feb. 12th, 1988 
* Must pay at time of sign-up 
* Refund given only if UAO cancels class 
* No refunds given if you fail to attend class 
